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Preface

The present volume of the IAG Commission 1 Bulletins contains the final report on the activities of
Commission 1 “Reference Frames” from its establishment in the frame of the new IAG structure in
July 2003 to the end of the first legislature period in mid 2007. The presidents and chair persons of
the Sub-commissions, Projects, Study Groups and Working Groups, respectively, present a
summary of the research work done during these four years and the main results achieved.
The establishment of the Commission within the new IAG structure and in the environment of the
IAG services was a great challenge for all officers. The particularities of basic research to be done
in the commissions and its differentiation with respect to the investigations and developments in the
services had to be sounded out and characterized by specific themes, topics, projects and studies.
The principal guiding idea was to dedicate the commission’s work to research free of enforcements
by product generation requirements, and governed only by the systematic search for improved
scientific knowledge.
There was a very good cooperation among all persons involved in Commission 1 throughout the
complete legislature period. We thank in particular all the Commission’s officers and associated
scientists for their successful work during the past four years. But we also acknowledge the valuable
contribution of all people behind the lead persons, which are not visible in general, but are essential
for the prosperity. We wish the Commission all the best for the next period.

Munich, June 2007

Hermann Drewes
President
IAG Commission 1 – Reference Frames
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IAG Commission 1
Reference Frames
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
HERMANN DREWES

Introduction

Structure of Commission 1

The International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
implemented a new structure at the XXIII General
Assembly of the International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics (IUGG) in Sapporo, Japan, July 2003 (Beutler
2004). The structure comprises Commissions, Services,
Inter-commission Committees, IAG Projects, and the
Communication and Outreach Branch. Commission 1
deals with research related to geometric reference systems.
The principal objectives are determined by the Terms of
Reference (ibid., pp. 607-626):

The Commission is structured into four Sub-Commissions
(SC), two Inter-Commission Projects (IC-P), two InterCommission Study Groups (IC-SG), and three InterCommission Working Groups (IC-WG):

− Definition, establishment, maintenance, and
improvement of geodetic reference frames;
− Advanced development of terrestrial and space
geodetic observation techniques for this purpose;
− Analysis and processing methods for parameter
estimation related to reference frames;
− Theory and coordination of astrometric observations
for reference frame purposes.
Commission 1 integrates and continues to some extend the
scientific work of the previous IAG Commissions VIII
“International Coordination of Space Techniques for
Geodesy and Geodynamics (CSTG)” and X “Global and
Regional Geodetic Networks” which were discontinued in
2003 with the establishment of the new IAG structure. In
this sense, Commission 1 continues as the Subcommission B2 “CSTG” of the ICSU Committee on Space
Research (COSPAR).
The commission’s research focuses primarily on basic
research, i.e., foundations of reference systems, optimal
use of geodetic observations and methodology for the
realization of reference frames, estimation theory. The
application of research results, in particular the realization
of reference systems in terms of reference frames, is done
in close cooperation with the IAG Services relevant for
geometric reference systems. These are in particular the
− International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS),
− International GNSS Service (IGS),
− International Laser Ranging Service (ILRS),
− International VLBI Service for Geodesy and
Astrometry (IVS),
− International DORIS Service (IDS).

President: Hermann Drewes (Germany)
Vice-President: C.K. Shum (USA)
SC1.1
Coordination of Space Techniques (President:
M. Rothacher, Germany)
SC1.2
Global Reference Frames (President: C.
Boucher, France)
SC1.3
Regional Reference Frames (President: Z.
Altamimi, France)
SC1.3a Europe (Chair: J.A. Torres, Portugal)
SC1.3b South and Central America (Chair: L.P. Fortes,
Brazil)
SC1.3c North America (Chairs: M.Craymer, Canada,
R. Snay, USA)
SC1.3d Africa (Chair: R. Wonnacott, South Africa)
SC1.3e Asia-Pacific (Chair: J. Manning, Australia)
SC1.3f Antarctica (Chair: R. Dietrich, Germany)
SC1.4
Interaction of Celestial and Terrestrial
Reference Frames (President: H. Schuh,
Austria)
IC-P1.1 Satellite Altimetry (jointly with Commissions 2
and 3, Chair: W. Bosch, Germany)
IC-P1.2 Vertical Reference Frames (jointly with
Commission 2, Chair: J. Ihde, Germany)
IC-SG1.1 Ionosphere Modelling and Analysis (jointly
with Commission 4 and COSPAR, Chair: M.
Schmidt, Germany)
IC-SG1.2 Use of GNSS for Reference Frames (jointly
with Commission 4 and IGS, Chair: R. Weber,
Austria)
IC-WG1: Quality measures, quality control, and quality
improvement (jointly with ICC on Theory,
Chair: H. Kutterer, Germany)
IC-WG2: Integrated Theory for Crustal Deformation
(jointly with Commission 3 and ICCT, Chair:
K. Heki, Japan)
IC-WG3: Satellite Gravity Theory (jointly with Comm. 2
and ICCT, Chair: N. Sneeuw, Germany)
For specific research themes, there are Working Groups
established within the sub-commissions. While the SubCommissions are designed for a longer time of activity,
Projects, Study Groups, and Working Groups may be
discontinued after some years period.
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According to the IAG Bylaws, a Commission Steering
Committee is responsible for maintaining the activities. It
is composed in Commission 1 by the
President:
H. Drewes
Vice President:
C.K. Shum
President SC1.1:
M. Rothacher
President SC1.2:
C. Boucher
President SC1.3:
Z. Altamini
President SC1.4:
H. Schuh
Services’ representatives: W. Gurtner, C. Ma, J. Ries
Members at large:
J. Manning, R. Wonnacott

Main Commission Activities 2003-2007
The first meeting of the Commission Steering Committee
was held immediately after the establishment of the
Commission in Sapporo, Japan, 7 July 2003. Six Steering
Committee members were present. As the meeting was
declared an open Commission 1 session, also five of the
other officers and several guests participated (see annex).
The main point of discussion was the set-up of the
Commission’s structure, the Terms of Reference, and the
objectives of the individual entities (Sub-Commissions,
Projects, Study Groups, Working Groups). A major topic
was the link to and the cooperation with the IAG Services
and other scientific bodies (e.g., IUGG, IAU, COSPAR).
The second Steering Committee meeting took place during
the General Assembly of the European Geoscience Union
(EGU) in Nice, France, 28 April 2004. It was again held as
an open session with a total of 24 participants, 9 of them
members of the Steering Committee and 7 other
Commission 1 officers. There were detailed reports and
discussions on the initiated work of the Sub-Commissions,
Projects, and Study Groups. The planned activities of the
Commission in the IAG Project “Global Geodetic
Observing System (GGOS)” and within COSPAR were
drafted. It was agreed to continue the former CSTG
Bulletin as the Commission 1 Bulletin for presentation of
the research work.

among them 7 Steering Committee members and 3 other
Commission officers. Discussed topics included reports on
international meetings relevant for Commission 1 (IERS,
IGFS, IGS, ILRS, IVS, ICCT, GGOS), the upcoming
elections of new IAG officers, and the preparation of the
IUGG General Assembly, Perugia 2007. Report were
given from the Commissions officers (Sub-commissions,
Projects, Study Groups) and the Local Organizing
Committee of the GRF2006 Symposium.
Officers of Commission 1 participated in many meetings
of other IAG bodies, in particular the Services IERS, IDS,
IGS, ILRS, IVS, and IAG’s Global Geodetic Observing
System (GGOS). There was also a strong link to other
Unions and Associations such as ICSU (mainly COSPAR
and ILP), IAU, IUGS, and to the United Nations’ Office
of Outer Space Affairs (UN OOSA) and the United
Nations’ Cartographic Conferences (UN CC).
From 9 to 14 October 2006, the Commission organized in
Munich, Germany the IAG Symposium “Geodetic
Reference Frames (GRF2006)”. The topics included all
the objectives of the Commission which were discussed in
16 oral and 3 poster sessions, each 1.5 hours in length.
Three of the sessions were held during one common day
together with the XXIII Congress of the Fédération
Internationale des Géomètres (FIG) and the German
INTERGEO Congress under the themes “Global Change”,
“Positioning Forum”, and “Geodesy Forum”. An opening
and a closing session completed the programme. A total of
166 scientists from 31 countries participated in the
GRF2006 Symposium giving 72 oral and 42 poster
presentations. The symposium proceedings will be
published in the IAG Symposia series at Springer.

The third Steering Committee meeting was held again as
an open session during the IAG Scientific Assembly,
Cairns, Australia, 23 August, 2005. It was attended by 20
participants in total, 5 of them Steering Committee
members and 10 Commission officers. Main topics were
reports on IAG and COSPAR developments, the
installation of the new Inter-commission Project 3.2
(Working Group of European Geoscientists for the
Establishment of Networks for Earth-science Research,
WEGENER), the changes of the Chair of ICP1.1 (M.
Schmidt replacing C. Brunini) and of Sub-commission 1.4
(H. Schuh replacing S. Y. Zhu), and the reports of the
Commission 1 entities (Sub-commissions, Projects, Study
Groups and Working Groups). The Commission 1 Bulletin
No. 19 (Mid-term report of the Commission) was released.
The fourth Steering Committee meeting took place during
the Commission 1 Symposium (see below) in Munich,
Germany, 10 October 2006. There were 12 participants,

Figure 1: Logos of the Commission 1 Symposium 2006
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Highlights of the Research of Commissions,
Projects, Study Groups and Working Groups
The extensive and very successful work of the SubCommissions, Projects, Study Groups and Working
Groups is presented in detail in the individual chapters of
the Commission 1 report and/or in the reports of the
corresponding Commissions and the Inter-commission
Committee, respectively. Some excellent results shall be
highlighted here briefly.
Sub-Commission 1.1 “Coordination of Space
Techniques” studied in particular the effects influencing
different space techniques, e.g., caused by the satellite
orbits or by the atmosphere. Based on the results, new
combination methodologies of the different observation
types were developed. This was done in close cooperation
with the IAG Services, in particular the IERS Combination
Research Centres. Several scientists were active in both,
Sub-Commission 1.1 and in the services; the SC1.1
President is likewise IERS Analysis Coordinator. Many
activities (pilot projects and studies) were initiated
together with the IERS.
Sub-Commission 1.2 “Global Reference Frames”
worked closely together with the IERS Product Centre for
the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) and
the ITRS Combination Centres at IGN, Paris, and DGFI
Munich. A highlight was the computation of the
International Terrestrial Reference Frame 2005
(ITRF2005) which was derived for the first time from
epoch time series (weekly or session-wise, respectively)
provided as combined solutions from the respective
services and includes, besides station positions and
velocities, the Earth Orientation Parameters (EOP). The
datum definition and the surveys (local ties) at co-location
sites have intensively been discussed.
Sub-Commission 1.3 “Regional Reference Frames” was
extremely active in the coordination of the installation of
the African Reference Frame (AFREF). Many meetings
with African and international representatives have been
organized or attended by Commission 1 officers. Progress
has also been made in the reference frames of Europe,
North, Central and South America, Australia, and in
Antarctica, which continuously improve the processing
methodologies and provide new products (combined
geometric-gravimetric, ionosphere, etc.) to the users.
Sub-Commission 1.4 “Interaction of Celestial and
Terrestrial Reference Frames” studied mainly the
consistency of and between the various reference frames.
This included the issues of the new definitions of the
International Astronomical Union (IAU2000) as well as
studies of the current CRF realization, inconsistencies in
software packages w.r.t. the CRF, effects of errors in the
CRF on the TRF and other products (e.g., EOP). This is a
basic research for the computation of a new CRF in future.
Inter-Commission Project 1.1 “Satellite Altimetry” was

very active w.r.t. the establishment of an International
Altimetry Service (IAS). An interdisciplinary planning
group was set up and released a “Call for proposals to
establish and host the IAS Integrating Office (IO)”. A
major objective was the identification of the scientific
requirements to provide a long time series of altimeter
observations consistently to the broad users community.
Inter-Commission Project 1.2 “Vertical Reference
Frames” did some important steps towards the
establishment of a worldwide unified vertical reference
frame (global height system). The basic requirements were
discussed in many meetings and preliminary realizations
of a reference surface were presented. Conventions for a
unified vertical reference system have been drafted to be
submitted to the IAG Executive Committee.
Inter-Commission Study Group 1.1 “Ionosphere
Modelling and Analysis” aims at the establishment of a
scientific link between geodetic and aeronomy experts in
order to derive ionosphere models based on physics and
mathematics by incorporating statistical approaches.
Existing ionosphere models like IRI and NeQuick,
respectively their four dimensional representation and the
possibilities of improvements using space geodetic
observations were studied.
Inter-Commission Study Group 1.2 “Use of GNSS for
Reference Frames” is a joint effort with the IGS. Major
activities were directed to the identification of synergies of
different Global Navigation Satellite Systems and to
compile recommendations to GNSS system design
entities. Special focus was laid on GLONASS and the
upcoming GALILEO system.
The Inter-Commission Working Groups are reporting
to the Inter-Commission Committee on Theory (ICCT)
and may be found there in detail. As a highlight we
mention the investigations on the improvement of quality
measures for estimated geodetic parameters, which is also
published in the Commission 1 report.
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Annex
Participants of the Commission 1 Steering Committee
Meetings 2003 – 2007
1. Sapporo, Japan, 7 July 2003, 12:00 – 13:30
H. Drewes*, Germany, President
C.K. Shum*, USA, Vice-president
M. Rothacher*, Germany, President Sub-commission 1.1
Z. Altamimi, France*, President Sub-commission 1.3
S.Y. Zhu, Germany*, President Sub-commission 1.4
J. Agria Torres+, Portugal, Chair Sub-commission 1.3a
L.P. Fortes, Brazil+, Chair Sub-commission 1.3b
J. Manning, Australia*, Chair Sub-commission 1.3e
R. Dietrich, Germany+, Chair Sub-commission 1.3f
W. Bosch, Germany+, Chair Inter-commission Project 1.1
J. Ihde, Germany+, Chair Inter-commission Project 1.2
Other guests
2. Nice, France, 28 April 2004, 18:30 – 20:30
H. Drewes*, Germany, President
C.K. Shum*, USA, Vice-president
M. Rothacher*, Germany, President Sub-commission 1.1
C. Boucher*, France, President Sub-commission 1.2
Z. Altamimi*, France, President Sub-commission 1.3
J. Agria Torres+, Portugal, Chair Sub-commission 1.3a
L.P. Fortes, Brazil+, Chair Sub-commission 1.3b
R. Wonnacott*, South Africa, Chair Sub-commission 1.3d
J. Manning*, Australia, Chair Sub-commission 1.3e
R. Dietrich+, Germany, Chair Sub-commission 1.3f
W. Bosch+, Germany, Chair Inter-commission Project 1.1
J. Ihde+, Germany, Chair Inter-commission Project 1.2
M. Schmidt+, Germany, Chair Intercom. Study Group 1.1
R. Weber+, Austria, Chair Inter-comm. Study Group 1.2
W. Gurtner*, Switzerland, Services’ representative
C. Ma*, USA, Services’ representative
B. Richteri, Germany, Director IERS Central Bureau
A. Moorei, USA, IGS network coordinator
M. Pearlmani. USA, Director ILRS Central Bureau
H. Schuhi, Austria, IVS Directing Board member
Other guests

3. Cairns, Australia, 23 August 2005, 18:00 – 20:00
H. Drewes*, Germany, President
M. Rothacher*, Germany, President Sub-commission 1.1
Z. Altamimi*, France, President Sub-commission 1.3
J. Agria Torres+, Portugal, Chair Sub-commission 1.3a
L.P. Fortes+, Brazil, Chair Sub-commission 1.3b
M. Craymer+, USA, Chair Sub-commission 1.3c
J. Manning*, Australia, Chair Sub-commission 1.3e
R. Dietrich+, Germany, Chair Sub-commission 1.3f
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Sub-Commission 1.1
Coordination of Space Techniques
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
MARKUS ROTHACHER, HENNO BOOMKAMP, DETLEF ANGERMANN, JOHANNES BÖHM

Objectives
Sub-Commission 1.1 coordinates efforts that are
common to more than one space geodetic technique. It
studies combination methods and approaches
concerning the links between techniques co-located
onboard
satellites,
common
modeling
and
parameterization standards, and performs analyses from
the combination of a single parameter type up to a
rigorous combination on the normal equation (or
variance-covariance matrices) or even the observation
level. The list of parameters includes site coordinates
(e.g. time series of positions), Earth orientation
parameters, satellite orbits, atmospheric refraction
(troposphere and ionosphere), gravity field coefficients
(primarily the low-degree harmonic coefficients),
geocenter coordinates, etc.
The work of Sub-Commission 1.1 is done in close
cooperation with the IAG Services, namely the
International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS), its Working Groups on Combination
and on Site Co-locations, the International GNSS
Service (IGS), the International Laser Ranging Service
(ILRS), the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and
Astrometry, the International DORIS Service (IDS), the
IAG project “Global Geodetic Observing System”
(GGOS), and with COSPAR.
For more details see the Sub-Commission description at
http://www.iag-aig.org.

All these working groups are very important as steps
towards GGOS, the Global Geodetic Observing System,
the only project of the IAG. They have the task to (1)
compare and combine precise orbits, to (2) study the
interactions between the three pillars of geodesy,
namely the Earth's geometry, Earth rotation and the
Earth's gravity field as well as the temporal variations of
these three parts, and to (3) compare and combine the
atmospheric information derived from different space
geodetic techniques. Through the activities of the IERS
considerable progress has already been made towards a
rigorous combination of geodetic/geophysical parameters that are estimated by more than one technique.
The next step will be the inclusion of quasar
coordinates, thus consistently linking the celestial and
terrestrial reference frame. Although initial studies have
been done already, considerable progress is still possible
in the combination of global gravity field parameters
with geometry and Earth rotation or the combination of
the space geodetic techniques onboard satellites. Here
the Sub-Commission saw and sees its most important
tasks: to encourage research groups to work in this field
in order to finally develop a consistent set of products
ranging from the reference frames over Earth
orientation parameters and the gravity field to
information on the atmosphere.
The activities of the three working groups of SubCommission 1.1 during the last few years are
summarized below.

Report of Working Group 1 (SC1.1-WG1)
General Remarks
Within Sub-Commission 1.1 three working groups have
been established in order to make progress towards the
goals described above:
SC1.1-WG1: Comparison and combination of precise
orbits derived from different space geodetic
techniques
SC1.1-WG2: Interactions and consistency between
Terrestrial Reference Frame, Earth rotation, and
gravity field
SC1.1-WG3: Comparison and combination of
atmospheric information derived from different
space geodetic techniques

Introduction: scientific working groups
versus reality
What is called a Working Group is in practice mainly a
network of colleagues in a certain scientific field, who
would probably communicate with each other anyway,
and with many other people, even if there was no formal
IAG Working Group for doing so. Nonetheless, the
framework of a Working Group provides a focal point
to which various activities can be correlated, and the
explicitly formulated objectives of a Working Group
can every now and then help to steer developments in a
certain desired direction. Even if that would be all that
is achieved, it is better than nothing, but fortunately
there is more to report.
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As with most scientific Working Groups, the easiest
part of the group’s activities is to make initial plans, to
which all participants enthusiastically agree. In the
course of subsequent years, external developments in
the world of science should lead to changes in the
emphasis of the Working Group – if not, the group is
isolated from reality -, while at least some of the
attempts to engage in concrete projects will be frustrated
by the absence of resources that participating centres
can commit to the Working Group. The art of keeping
such a Working group alive, and even achieving a
relevant contribution to the initial objectives, involves
tolerance, opportunism and flexibility. To give an
overview of the current status of the Working Group,
this report will discuss one example in every of these
three categories.
Tolerance is needed to accept that many desirable
projects just never happen, because there are no
resources, or because initially promised institutional
support simply evaporates for whatever reason.
Voluntary contributions to scientific working groups
tend to have the lowest priority on any managers’s list
of things to do. In this category, the disappointing
developments around the initially planned IAG website
must be reported, but rather with a reasonable sense of
reality than with frustration.

based database on precise orbit determination and
satellite tracking, to be maintained at ESOC.
Such a website has in fact been created, including a
web-ring facility that was a nice idea to link the internet
sites of various research groups in the field of precise
orbit determination. The website forms part of the new
internet site of the ESOC Navigation Support Office,
which among other things hosts the ESA IGS Analysis
Centre. Unfortunately, even after three years ESOC has
not yet put this new website on-line, for reasons that are
rather unclear. There has been some discussion about
perhaps hosting a WG website at CDDIS instead. This
would require manual interaction from CDDIS staff for
every modification of the site, which just did not seem
practical. A rather disappointing detail is that by now
the acquired two-year license for the web-ring facility
has already expired before the site has come online.
Via this way it is suggested that the responsible ESA
manager, who curiously enough also presides the
Governing Board of one of the IAG services, can
comment on the ESOC website situation in one of the
upcoming meetings. In the meantime, Figure 1 provides
a screen shot of what could in fact be a very nice
website, if only it would be visible on the public
internet.

Opportunism is needed to recognize issues that appear
unexpectedly, that clearly fit in the Working Group’s
objectives, but that had never been considered in the
initial objectives. Instead of passively observing such
developments, the Working Group should try to
influence them in a way that assists the global
objectives. In this category, an apparent correlation will
be described that has been observed between GPS orbit
error, ITRF reference frame error and some components
in the time-variable part of the GRACE gravity field
solutions. This is a good example of how an IAG
Working Group can help to maintain a global view over
different, but correlated, disciplines.
Flexibility is needed to work around the discrepancy
between ambitious plans and the near-complete absence
of resources. Fortunately the world of science contains
many clever people, and most of them are short of
resources in one way or another. By result, some very
useful ideas have appeared over the years to cope with
this problem. In this category, the DIGGER initiative
will be reported as a beautiful way to provide real
processing power to GGOS or other grand schemes, like
IGS reprocessing.

Website status
A website forms an important platform for exchanging
information among Working Group members, for
collecting and linking relevant information in a uniform
way, and to create a clear presence of the Working
Group. Among the initial plans of the Working Group
1.1.1, an important component was to set up a web-

Figure 1: The new web-site of the Navigation Support
Office, hosting the sites of IAG Working Group 1.1.1
and the IGS LEO Working Group … if one day it
comes on-line.

Example of multi-technique
frame analysis

reference

A more interesting topic that may be reported here is an
example of analysis that appeared more or less
spontaneously among members of the Working Group,
and various other people. On several occasions during
the past years, annual signals have been reported that
are observed in the IGS station position solutions
relative to the ITRF solutions (e.g. [1], [2]). Figure 2
shows examples of annual signals in some IGS stations,
taken from the IERS website [2]. An interesting
discussion has started on the nature of these signals.
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Comparing the position residuals of IGS sites with those
of collocated SLR and DORIS sites suggests that the
annual signals are actual site displacements, and not just
artefacts of an individual tracking data technique. shows
the ITRF position residuals for the SLR sites Hollas
(7210) and Yaragadee (7090) and DORIS sites KOKA
and YARA, which are more or less collocated with
MKEA and PERT respectively. The SLR stations show
very similar behaviour as the IGS sites, even the
amplitude and phase of the annual signals coincide very
well. The DORIS stations show a less pronounced
effect, but by nature a Doppler technique will be less
sensitive to very slow position changes, while the
overall noise of the DORIS station position estimates is
also higher than that of SLR and IGS.
A physical explanation of such annual signals has come
from the GRACE mission. Various recent publications
discuss the temporal variability in the GRACE gravity
models, for instance [3], [4], [5]. In all cases, the annual
and semi-annual signals in the GRACE gravity field can
be correlated in a convincing way with the annual
hydrological cycle (see Figure 4). Such real mass
displacements at the Earth’s surface should have a
similar geometrical effect on station coordinates as solid
Earth tides or ocean loading. However, it is remarkable
that the annual signal in site positions is indeed of the
same order of magnitude as the annual geoid signal, but
that there does not seem to be a clear geographical
correlation between the two displacements.
For instance, the ITRF residuals of the Kourou station in
Figure 2 could probably be explained quite well by
geoid height variations under the hydrological
variability in the Amazon region. However, looking at
the annual position signals of the stations Perth
(Australia), Whitehorse (Alaska) and Mauna Kea
(Hawaii), it is clear that the order of magnitude of their
position residuals is not notably lower than that of
Kourou, even though the hydrological variability in
these areas is almost zero.
It has now been suggested that the annual signals in the
ITRF residuals may be caused by the presence of some
stations in the solution that are notably affected by
physical uplifts under the annual hydrological cycle
(e.g. Kourou), similar to the effects of solid Earth tides
or ocean loading. Because GPS (and SLR) solutions are
always network solutions, the station positions and
satellite orbits are globally correlated. The presence of
some stations with annual oscillations may then lead to
a spread of these signals throughout the network, via the
estimated satellite orbit. This could then explain similar
annual signals in the position coordinates from stations
like PERT, which do not suffer from hydrological
oscillations themselves.
The above discussion is not yet completed, and can
hopefully be complemented by some experiments or an
analysis campaign of the Working Group.

The DIGGER initiative
An example of an idea that could circumvent the
discrepancy between Working Group ambitions and
absence of real analysis resources, is an idea that has
been called Digger. The acronym DIGGER stands for
DCP on the Internet for Global Geodetic Reprocessing,
where DCP is a term from computer architecture that
means Distributed Cellular Processing.
An obvious way to remove inconsistencies between
space geodetic techniques – and an excellent tool in
support of GGOS – is the coherent reprocessing of all
existing space geodetic datasets. Initiatives for historic
reprocessing are in fact being deployed, for instance by
IGS. Because the reprocessing itself would improve
various geodetic models, while the geodetic datasets
keep growing with time, reprocessing should by nature
become a regularly repeated effort. It is of course also a
massive computational effort, which is a problem
considering the modest resources that IAG and its
services can dedicate to this work.
The DIGGER idea emerged from some private
conversations during the IGS Workshop 2006, when
various difficulties surrounding the IGS reprocessing
were discussed. Although at present it is still only an
idea, some initial analysis has been done and shows that
there are no technical objections against making this
system a reality. The idea must therefore be cultivated
and promoted until hopefully a large organisation like
ESA or NASA will run the necessary initial project to
build this system. For that reason, the concept is
reported here as well. Alternatively, it may be possible
to get the support from a computational centre like
EPCC [7] to develop the DIGGER system in the form of
a research project with a real practical application.
Contacts to investigate this possibility have been made.
The job of reprocessing historic space geodetic datasets
consists of many thousands of similar, relatively small
processes. If these tasks are executed more or less
sequentially on a small number of computers, it will
clearly take a very long time to complete, and any form
of trial-and-error is probably prohibitive. On the other
hand, if all these thousands of small jobs can be
executed more or less in parallel, the total duration of
the reprocessing effort is of the same order of
magnitude as the duration of a single job, i.e. probably
just a few hours.
Some rough estimates showed that a network of around
3500 modern PC’s should have no trouble of
reprocessing all existing space geodetic data within a
few hours, including the time that is required for
performing new global combination solutions and such.
No single organisation can be expected to make such a
large cluster available to an IAG sub-commission, but
fortunately there are literally hundreds of organisations
that are somehow affiliated with IAG or one of its
services. Most of these organisations have significant
amounts of computers in their offices and laboratories.
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Most of these computers are connected to the internet,
and most of these computers are only used during office
hours. This means that there is more than enough
computing power available to IAG, but it needs to be
bundled. This is known as Distributed Cellular
Processing, or DCP.
The idea of DIGGER is to organize the computational
power of thousands of unused computers in one large
cluster for Distributed Cellular Processing via the
internet. The reprocessing effort for the historic datasets
of GPS, DORIS, SLR, altimetry and VLBI can be split
into thousands of small cellular processes, clustered via
a hierarchy of Job Control Nodes and distributed via
“nightly tarballs”, as is done with several similar
initiatives. A single process within this army of
processes can be distributed very efficiently to any
voluntarily participating node via the internet. Each
process is small enough to be performed within a few
nightly hours, during which the computer would
normally not be doing anything at all. For reasons of
redundancy, each process should probably be assigned
to several different nodes, but such details can be
worked out quite easily. The processing results, possibly
in the form of normal equations, are returned to one or
more server nodes which combine the lower level
results into higher level global results.
The DIGGER network would allow full reprocessing of
all historic data within a few hours. Interested scientists
can request a reprocessing job, for instance to try a new
model. A binary that contains the model can be
distributed via the internet, after which all nodes
immediately use the new model. In this way,
reprocessing allows for true experimentation.
At first glance, the concept appeared to be rather
fantastic, but after an initial assessment of required
elements versus available technology, the only valid
conclusion was that all required ingredients are
essentially available, or can be provided at a realistically
small effort. A good example of a working DCP
approach is being used by Berkeley University in the
form of its SETI-at-home project [6].
A project like DIGGER would also provide a way to
expose initiatives like GGOS to a wide public, and it
would give participating centres the feeling that they are
actually involved with a relevant international project.
Already for reasons of promotion and publicity,
attempts for working towards a real DIGGER system
will continue.

Conclusions
The IAG Working Group 1.1.1 seems to end up doing
some different things than it initially planned to do,
while some of the initial plans have not yet been
realized. It is nonetheless reasonable to conclude that at
least some activity has taken place that would probably
not have happened without the formal framework of an
IAG Working Group. The main source of frustration is

the off-line website, but some positive ideas like
DIGGER probably offer a fair compensation.
The list of members of this – and any other – Working
Group must probably be regarded as just a core group of
colleagues in a certain field, without limiting
interactions with any further interested party. In
practice, a large and almost random group of other
people are somehow involved in helping the Working
Group objectives, typically by contributing to e-mail
discussions. The Working Group is therefore either
much larger than the formal list of members, or it does
not really exist as a well-defined group. Neither of the
two should be considered as a problem.
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Figure 2: Examples of ITRF position residuals

(IGS stations, from IERS [2])
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Figure 3: ITRF position residuals for SLR sites Hollas (7210) and Yaragadee (7090),
and for DORIS sites KOKA and YARA, also from [2].
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Figure 4: Annual geoid height variability observed by GRACE, [4], and correlation with the annual hydrological cycle

Report of Working Group 2 (SC1.1-WG2)
Objectives
The Working Group 2 (WG 2) of Sub-Commission 1.1
“Coordination of Space Techniques” has been
established within the IAG organizational structure as a
joint WG together with Commission 2, Commission 3,
and the Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS).
The long-term objective of WG 2 is to investigate the
interaction between the terrestrial reference frame, Earth
rotation and the gravity field and to develop methods for
a consistent determination of the relevant parameters of
this three fields by combining all the contributing space
geodetic observation techniques.
The main research topics are:
− Study the theoretical and practical interactions/
relationships between parameters and models
describing the terrestrial reference frame (station
positions and their temporal variations), Earth
rotation (pole coordinates, UT1, nutation, …), and
the gravity field (low-degree spherical harmonic
coefficients of the gravity field).
− Analyses of different space techniques concerning
the sensitivity for the estimation of the relevant
parameter types of these three fields and the
correlations between them, and assess systematic
biases between different techniques.
− Assess and investigate the consistency between
space geodetic solutions for the parameters of the
terrestrial reference frame, Earth rotation and the
gravity field.

− Investigate methods and techniques to integrate and
combine these three fields by using different space
geodetic techniques (VLBI, SLR, GNSS, DORIS)
and by including Low Earth Orbiting (LEO)
satellites (e.g., JASON-1, CHAMP, GRACE).

Interaction with the activities of the IERS
The International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS) is responsible for the establishment and
maintenance of the reference frames. The core IERS
products comprise the International Terrestrial
Reference Frame (ITRF), the International Celestial
Reference Frame (ICRS), and the Earth Orientation
Parameters (EOP). Thus the IERS is directly involved in
two of the mentioned fields (geometry and Earth
rotation). The space geodetic observation techniques
contributing to the IERS combinations are the Global
Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), Satellite Laser
Ranging (SLR), Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI), Doppler Orbitography and Radiopositioning
Integrated by Satellite (DORIS). During the period of
this report, the IERS activities were, besides the routine
product generation, also concentrated on the
development of rigorous combination methods to
further improve the consistenty between the IERS
products. Towards this aim, the IERS Combination Pilot
Project (CPP) has been initiated in 2004 (as a followon-project of the IERS SINEX Combination Campaign)
to develop suitable combination methods and to prepare
the routine generation of consistent IERS products on a
weekly basis (Rothacher et al., 2006).
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The objectives and the research activities of this WG go
far beyond the mission of the IERS, as also the gravity
field, as well as the interactions of the gravity field with
geometry and Earth rotation are addressed. The data to
be analysed within WG 2 include GNSS, SLR, VLBI
and DORIS observations, and in addition satellite
altimetry as well as GPS receivers onboard Low Earth
Orbiting (LEO) satellites (like, e.g., JASON-1,
CHAMP, and GRACE).

Working Group activities
During the period of this report various activities related
to the integration of geometry, Earth rotation and the
gravity field, and the interactions between these three
fields were carried out, which are among others:
− Analysis of the strengths (and weaknesses) of the
different space techniques concerning the estimation
of parameters of Earth rotation (e.g., pole
coordinates, length of day, etc.), of the gravity field
(primarily the low-degree spherical harmonic
coefficients) and of the terrestrial reference frame.
− Assessment and study of systematic biases between
different techniques and products, which can be
considered as a major error source for the parameter
estimation.
− Investigations towards the development of a suitable
methodology for the combined adjustment of all the
relevant space geodetic observations (e.g.,
modelling, spatial and temporal resolution for the
parameter estimation, weighting of the techniques,
realization of a consistent datum).
− Studies related to the connection of the different
techniques, e.g. by terrestrial measurements (“local
ties”), on the satellite level (e.g. LEO) or by
combining common parameters (EOP or tropospheric parameters).

performed on the basis of weekly and daily solutions
for GPS, SLR, DORIS and VLBI (Angermann et al.,
2006). Examples for the formal errors and the
correlation matrix of the datum parameters are
displayed in Figure 2.
During the period of this report, two projects, that are
related to the activities of this working group have been
initiated by German institutions:
− In the framework of the project GGOS-D (German
part of GGOS) consistent observation time series are
generated and combined into consistent parameter
series of site coordinates, Earth rotation, and lowdegree gravity field coefficients. This joint project of
the “GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ)”, the
“Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie
(BKG)”, the Institute of Geodesy and
Geoinformation of the University Bonn(IGG) and
“Deutsches
Geodätisches
Forschungsinstitut
(DGFI)” has started in 2005.
− The project “Integration of Earth rotation, gravity
field and geometry using space geodetic
observations” within the DFG Research Unit „Earth
Rotation and Global Dynamic Processes“ aims
towards the development of suitable combination
methods for a consistent estimation of the relevant
geodetic parameters. This is a joint project of GFZ
Potsdam and DGFI, which has started in 2006.

The results of two exemplary studies are provided
below:
− A VLBI solution with simultaneous estimation of
station positions and velocities (TRF), celestial
coordinates of the radio sources (CRF), and the full
set of Earth orientation parameters (EOP) was
computed at DGFI (Tesmer et al., 2004). A major
goal was the comparison of this completely
undistorbed VLBI solution to the IERS C04 series
for the EOP, and the ITRF2000 to assess the
consistency between the terrestrial reference frame
and the Earth rotation parameters. Assuming that the
VLBI solution is free of (systematic) errors, the
results indicate inconsistencies between the IERS
C04 and the (VLBI part) of ITRF2000. As an
example for the results of this study the differences
for the pole estimates and UT1 are shown in Fig. 1.
− The contribution of the different space geodetic
observation techniques for the realization of the
geodetic datum, which is a key issue for the
development of suitable combination methods, has
been studied. For that purpose investigations were

Figure 1: Differences between the EOP of the VLBI
solution and the IERS C04 from 1998 until 2004 (solid
curves show the median of 10 values and a best-fitting
linear function).
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Figure 2: Standard deviations and correlation matrix of the datum information obtained from VLBI, SLR, GPS and
DORIS data. The standard deviations are in [m] on the Earth surface.

Report of Working Group 3 (SC1.1-WG3)
The main task of Working Group 3 is the comparison
and combination of atmospheric information derived
from different space geodetic techniques, such as GPS,
VLBI, DORIS, or altimetry. Major research topics are
the investigation of differences between the troposphere
delay parameters of Total Electron Content (TEC)
values with the assessment of systematic biases between
the techniques in particular. The Global Geodetic
Observing System (GGOS) with the goal to integrate all
observations of geometry, rotation and gravity field of
the Earth, is requiring the accurate, consistent, and biasfree modelling of atmosphere delays in the neutral
atmosphere ('troposphere') as well as in the ionosphere
over all techniques.
Several investigations have been carried out to compare
the troposphere parameters derived from GPS, VLBI,
and DORIS with observations from water vapour
radiometers (WVR) and values from numerical weather
models, e.g. Snajdrova et al. (2005), Ichikawa et al.
(2006), and Krügel et al. (2007) for 15-days continuous
VLBI campaigns CONT02 and CONT05, or Steigen-

berger et al. (2007) for long time series from VLBI and
GPS. The best agreement is found between the zenith
delays from GPS and VLBI with a standard deviation of
about 5 mm, and it is shown by Schmid et al. (2005)
that the biases between the techniques decrease when
using absolute phase center patterns. However, there
remains a significant influence on the zenith delays at
those GPS antennas covered by a radome.

Figure 1 (Snajdrova et al. 2005): Total zenith delays at
Ny-Ålesund during CONT02 from VLBI (solid line),
GPS (dotted line), ECMWF (dashed line), and DORIS
(crosses for epochs).
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It is essential to apply very accurate measures for the
local ties between the various antennas at a site, because
the differences in the station coordinates also
correspond to differences in the hydrostatic and wet
zenith delays. This is important for the combination of
space geodetic observations: Any technique observing
at microwave frequencies at a site is sensitive to the
same troposphere delays; thus, if the local ties are
accounted for properly, the geodetic results (e.g. station
coordinates but also troposphere parameters) benefit
from the combination because more observations are
contributing to the estimation of the same parameters.
So far, routine combinations at the normal equation
level do not include troposphere parameters, but future
combinations should definitely take them into account.
E.g., combined zenith delays can take advantage of the
better long term stability and accuracy from VLBI
which is not affected by multipath effects or antenna
changes, and of the high precision of GNSS due to the
large number of satellites and their continuous
observations. Krügel et al. (2007) have shown that the
combination of troposphere parameters from VLBI and
GPS for CONT02 is not only improving the
repeatability of the station height components, but is
also revealing errors in the local ties (Figure 2).

tions have to be set up properly: the time intervals for
the troposphere parameters should start at integer hours
(e.g. 18:00 UTC) and at integer fractions (e.g. 18:15, or
18:30, .. ), offset and rate should be set up for each
interval, and the time intervals should be short because
they can be concatenated at a later stage if necessary.
Important for the comparison and in particular for the
combination is the use of identical geophysical models
for the determination of the a priori troposphere delays.
The a priori hydrostatic zenith delays are usually
determined from pressure values at the site, which can
be measured locally, extracted from a numerical
weather model or - with minor precision - determined
from empirical equations like the recently developed
GPT model (Boehm et al. 2007). The same holds for the
selection of the hydrostatic mapping function: mapping
functions based on data from numerical weather models
like the VMF1 (Boehm et al. 2006a) are more accurate,
but new empirical mapping functions like GMF (Boehm
et al. 2006b) are easier to be implemented and yield also
consistent values across the techniques. However,
geodetic analysis should certainly go for the most
accurate models, requiring that special care is taken to
derive consistent values for the different techniques. For
the estimation of the residual troposphere parameters,
not only the wet mapping functions are needed but also
the gradient model. Although the differences are not
very large, analysts should use consistent models for the
gradients as discussed by Steigenberger et al. (2007).
The ionosphere (from approximately 50 km to 1000 km)
is dispersive for microwaves, and therefore the
ionospheric delays (or phase advances, respectively) can
be mostly eliminated by observing at two frequencies.
However, the ionospheric delays, which are different for
all techniques, are caused by similar Total Electron
Content (TEC) values. Thus, all dual-frequency
techniques should determine similar TEC values at the
same line of sight or Vertical (VTEC) values above a
point on the Earth surface.

Figure 2 (Krügel et al. 2007): North-south gradient of
Fairbanks estimated from VLBI (black) and GPS (grey).
(a) Single technique solutions, (b) combination with all
local ties, (c) combination with all local ties except for
the north component of Fairbanks.
For the combination of troposphere parameters from
different space geodetic techniques, the normal equa-

Within the IGS Ionosphere Working Group (HernándesPajares 2005a) comparisons of TEC values are carried
out between those values determined from IGS TEC
maps and TEC values from altimeter observations (e.g.
JASON, TOPEX, ENVISAT). These comparisons,
which are only possible over the oceans and thus
provide a lower boundary for the GPS TEC
performance, yield a mean bias of about zero and a
mean standard deviation over all latitudes of about 5
TECU (Figure 3), but comparisons near the coast (with
close GPS stations) imply that standard deviations can
be as low as 2 TECU. A first comparison between
STEC values predicted by the IGS combination and the
observed ones by DORIS (on board JASON) results in a
standard deviation better than 1 TECU over all latitudes
(Hernándes-Pajares 2005b). Hobiger et al. (2006)
provide comparisons of TEC values between GPS and
VLBI over the VLBI radio telescopes. They find a mean
bias (VLBI minus GPS) above all sites of −2.8 TECU
and an RMS of ±10 TECU (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: (Hobiger et al. 2006). Histogram of
differences between VLBI and GPS taken at all IVS
stations. The bias VLBI minus GPS is at -2.8 TECU, the
RMS at ±10 TECU.

Outlook
In the next years it will be extremely important for SubCommission 1.1 to work as closely as possible together
with GGOS and to support its activities with the
scientific expertise available within the WGs of SubCommission 1.1.
An important goal of Sub-Commission 1.1 will still be
the development of a much better understanding of the
interactions between the parameters describing
geometry, Earth rotation, and the gravity field, as well
as the study of methods to validate the combination
results, e.g., by comparing them with independent
geophysical information.
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Introduction

Structure

The IAG Sub-Commission 1.2 was created in 2003 as a
part of the new structure of the International Association
of Geodesy (IAG).

The initial structure was established in a top-down way
with proposed chairs as described below, and was
published in the Geodesist Handbook. Five Working
groups were proposed:

According to its Terms of Reference, the IAG SubCommission 1.2 is engaged in scientific research and
practical aspects of the global reference frames. It
investigates the requirements for the definition and
realization of the terrestrial reference systems, addresses
fundamental issues of multi-technique global geodetic
observatories (local ties, site effects) and studies
methods and approaches for the combined processing of
heterogeneous observation data.
The work is done in close cooperation with the
International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS), the other relevant IAG services (IGS,
ILRS, IVS, IDS), and the IAG Project "Global Geodetic
Observing System (GGOS)". Theoretical aspects (e.g.,
quality measures, relativistic modeling) are investigated
in cooperation with the Inter-Commission Committee
on Theory.
The assigned objectives given by the IAG for the 20032007 period are:
− Definition of the global terrestrial reference frame
(origin, scale and orientation, time evolution,
standards, conventions, models);
− Fundamentals of the realization of the global
terrestrial reference frame (e.g., co-location
problems: local ties, datum problems: coordinates
origin, geo-centre, time evolution: linear and nonlinear velocities, time series approach, long-term
consistency with EOPs and ICRF);
− Analysis of strengths, weaknesses and systematic
differences (biases) of individual techniques (VLBI,
SLR, GPS, DORIS) and their contribution to
specific TRF parameters;
− Combination methodology of individual techniques'
solutions and analysis of the underlying models,
parameters datum definitions etc.;
− Definition of common standards and models for all
techniques;
− Practical implementation of the concept of Global
Geodetic Observatory

SC1.2-WG1: Datum Definition of Global Terrestrial
Reference Frames (jointly with IERS and ICCT);
Chairman: Geoff Blewitt (USA)
SC1.2-WG2: Global Geodetic Observatories; Chairman:
not assigned
SC1.2-WG3: Integrated Theory for crustal deformation
and Reference Frames (joint with ICCT); Chairman:
Kosuke Heki (Japan)
SC1.2-WG4: ITRS/ITRF propagation to national and
international organizations; Chairman: Claude
Boucher (France)
SC1.2-WG5 Site Surveys and Co-locations (jointly with
IERS); Chairman: John Dawson (Australia)
In fact, the first WG was not formally active, and we
supported the proposal of the contacted chair not to
actually run it, considering that numerous works in this
field were already in progress. WG 2 and 3 were never
actually implemented. The two last got some progress,
as described below.
On a pure organizational point of view, we recommend
for future work not to establish groups according to this
top-down approach, but rather on the opposite way,
namely only if a volunteer chair has been identified. Of
course, research topics considered as important can still
be selected and publicized in order to get some
volunteers.
Furthermore, we must recognize the major contribution
to our activities provided by IERS, not only through
the joint WG 5, but also through other activities such as
combination
research centers, ITRF activities or
Conventions.
Another noticeable structure is GGOS, in particular
about ITRS, as reported below. Detailed reports about
various relevant activities are presented in the next
chapter. Finally, a general symposium was organized in
Munich by the Commission 1 on October 9-12 2006.
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Activities
Activities related to the field of interest of the SubCommission were various and numerous. As the SC1.1
was not organized as an international observatory, it is
unrealistic to try to be exhaustive. Therefore we decided
to give only an overview of what happened during the
2003-2007 period, following some key words. Readers
will therefore be able to look directly at their specific
field on interest. The remark about non exhaustivity is
also valid for the list of references given in appendix 1.
Combinations
This topic was mainly investigated in the frame of
IERS, and particularly its pilot experiment, as well as
the tremendous work done by the ITRS combination
centers (IGN, DGFI and NRCan). The production of
the new ITRF2005 solution was a specific challenge,
also by involving the so-called Technique Centers to
product a unique intra-technique combination, which
was successfully done by IGS, ILRS and IVS, but not
(yet) by IDS. We refer to IERS publications for further
details.

Two major types of TRF are currently considered and
used
− Dynamical: ephemerides (e.g. GPS broadcast
message, IGS precise orbits…),
− Kinematical: crust-based TRF (IERS Conventions
2003) see after
In practice, a TRF designates a set of numerical data
together with rules to compute exact coordinates of a
given point at a given epoch from these data, implying
the adoption of conventional corrections or interpolation
algorithms. Again, a detailed presentation of the ITRF
solution series is given in IERS,2004 as well as various
publications from IERS.
International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS)
ITRS is currently the GTRS operationally defined and
realized by the IERS, as recognized by the IAG
Resolution 1 of Vienna, 1991. We consider that a more
explicit recognition of ITRS as preferred unifying
system is desirable. In this mind, the proposed
resolution also includes this point. See at the item ITRS
below for more.

Concepts and Terminology
Crust-based Terrestrial Reference Frame
An effort to improve and refine the concepts and the
related terminology has been done in cooperation with
the IAU Division I Working Group on “Nomenclature
for Fundamental Astronomy” (NFA) chaired by Nicole
Capitaine. Some of the proposed terms were also
included in the new edition of the IERS Conventions
(2003) (McCarthy D,G Petit,2004)
It is useful to remind here the main terms:
Geocentric Terrestrial Reference System (GTRS)
“System of geocentric spacetime coordinates from
General Relativity, related to GCRS by a spatial rotation
which takes into account the Earth orientation
Parameters, and co-rotating with the Earth”
This definition has been formally adopted by the IAU
WG on NFA.
As a result, and considering the state of IUGG and IAG
resolutions on this topic, in particular the IUGG
Resolution 2 and IAG Resolution 1, both adopted in
Vienna in August 1991, we prepared a new resolution to
be adopted by the forthcoming General Assembly to be
held in Perugia, Italy in July 2007.
This text endorses in particular the definition of GTRS
given above. A draft version can be found in the
appendix 2.
Terrestrial Reference Frame (TRF)
“Set of points with coordinates expressed in a selected
coordinate system related to a (G)TRS”

This
concept
mentioned before was explicitly
introduced in the IERS Conventions 2003, chapter 4.
It designate any frame consisting in points located on
and anchored to the Earth land topographic surface.
These points are geodetic benchmarks or space geodetic
instrument reference points. The actual position of such
points and their time variations have then a dual role:
1) as source of numerical and metrological realization
of the system, whence the concept of crust-based
TRF,
2) as sensor of any geophysical effect affecting these
positions.
At the physical model level, and following the IERS
Conventions (2003), the instantaneous position X of a
point at an epoch t is linked to a so-called “regularized”
position:
X(t) = XR(t) + Σi ΔXi(t)
where ΔXi(t) are selected conventional correction
models. This is one of the important tasks of the IERS
Convention product center and its advisory board to do
this selection in agreement with all involved groups, in
particular the individual analysis centers of the various
techniques.
A further step is to handle the regularized position
(piecewise linear, time series…). This is more the
responsibility and analysis and combination centers,
regarding in particular a consistent choice for each
point. Again, we refer to the IERS reports.
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Global Geodetic Observatories
It must be recognized that no explicit work has been
done in the frame of the sub-commission. The basics
were extensively investigated in the past, in particular
through the ISGN label defined by the former IAG
CSTG commission.
Concerning collocations, which are one important
characteristic of this concept, significant works were
achieved:
− collocation strategies and local surveys, both
investigated by IERS on an operational point of
view (see local surveys) and by GGOS on a strategic
point of view.
− Important examples of collocated instruments
beyond satellite geodetic ones, were given by IGS in
two of their projects, namely GPS/tide gauge (TIGA
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/projects/tiga/index.html)
and GPS/atomic clocks (IGS/BIPM Time experim./
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/projects/clock/index.html)
Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS)
This IAG project tries to coordinate efforts of the
geodetic community and present them as a unified
system of observing systems. This includes all IAG
services. GGOS recognized reference frames as one of
the major outputs, especially in view of various
scientific or societal applications. As operational
representative of IAG to GEO, GGOS has specifically
proposed a task to promote geodetic reference frames.
More
information at the GGOS portal
(http://www.ggos.org/)
GNSS (GPS, Galileo,GLONASS…)
TRS/TRF issues has also been considered in several
GNSS activities:
− An IAG/IGS Working group on GNSS, chaired by
Robert Weber, has been active (see IC-SG1.2 report)
with several meetings jointly with the ESA
GalileoSat project team.
− The formal recognition of ITRS/ITRF as common
frame for both GPS and Galileo was stated in the
US-EU agreement concerning GPS/Galileo.
− The Galileo project has continued its work related to
the implementation of the GTRF, the operational
Galileo realization of the ITRS. A project called
GGSP has been approved and implies several IAG
members from Europe.
− The establishment of an International Committee on
GNSS was achieved, with the UN OOSA as
secretary. This committee includes GNSS service
providers as well as various user communities. IGS
and IAG are already members.
See (http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/SAP/gnss/icg.html )
We investigated the possibility to establish a group on
geodetic reference system issues and specifically the

promotion of ITRS. This was presented to IGS and
BIPM who approved the principle to submit the
proposal at a forthcoming IGC plenary meeting. (See
appendix 3)
IERS
IERS was the major forum for global reference frame
activities. We refer to their web site and publications for
further details. The main issues are:
− realization of ITRF by the ITRS product center,
− IERS Conventions,
− WG5 as joint IERS/SC1.2 working group,
− Combination pilot project.
For more information,
(http://www.iers.org/)

see

the

IERS

portal

International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS)
As mentioned before, we proposed to upgrade to formal
adoption of ITRS at IUGG level by submitting a
resolution. We also want to publicize an overall
description of ITRS and its various realizations under
an unified scheme. It is proposed to submit a general
paper at IAG to be published in the next Handbook.
This scheme include in particular:
a) The primary realization of ITRS, realized by
IERS under the ITRF designation. The most
recent solution is ITRF2005. For more
information on ITRF, we refer to the web page
of the IERS ITRS Product Center
(http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/).
b) The realizations done by each individual
technique, with upgrades usually after each
new ITRF release. This is in particular the case
of IGS which certainly provides the broader
access to ITRS.
c) Regional (EUREF, NAREF, SIRGAS… see
IAG SC 1.3) and national densification
d) Access through GNSS providers.
Local surveys
The major activities on this topic were achieved by the
IERS/SC1.2 WG5. They can be summarized as:
• Site Survey and Standards
- Develop, test, compare and set standards on site
survey methods, including observational
techniques, network design, classical adjustment,
geometrical modeling and/or direct measurement
techniques for invariant point determination,
reference
frame
alignment,
software
implementation and SINEX generation. This will
include the development of a standards document
for undertaking site surveys;
- Preparation and coordination of a Pilot Project
(PP) on site survey. The PP will include a test
campaign(s) to be used for the comparison of
different approaches to local tie surveys
addressing each of the technical elements;
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Develop standards for the documentation of site
surveys, including survey report content and
format; and
Suggest a pool of expertise to provide advice to
survey teams, as required, on standards for site
surveys.

• Coordination
- Liaise with local and international survey teams
undertaking site surveys at important co-location
sites;
- Liaise with the technique combination groups to
ensure WG site survey products meet user
requirements;
- Coordinate
as
required
and
make
recommendations to observatories as to survey
scheduling and re-survey frequency;
- Develop and distribute software tools to the
community to assist in the generation of site
survey products, including SINEX generation
software; and
- Provide a forum to raise the profile of site survey
as a critically important independent geodetic
technique.
• Site Survey Research
- Investigate new site survey methodologies,
including observational techniques, observational
modeling, invariant point definition, geometrical
modeling and/or direct measurement techniques
for invariant point determination, reference
frame alignment and structural deformation
analysis.
• Future Planning
- The WG will make recommendations and
prepare for the future in respect to the ongoing
site survey needs of the community and how
these needs will be met in the long term (to
address issues outside of the scope of this WG).
The WG5 held several meetings and detailed activity
report can be found in their web site
(http://www.iers.org/iers/about/wg/wg2. )
Theoretical aspects
Many work has been done, for which a detailed and
critical review is out of scope of this general report. We
simply list hereafter an unexhaustive list of topics:
− to clarify the different types of possible reference
system definitions that might be important for
different research fields (sea level, geoid,
deformation, Earth orientation, geocenter motion, ...)
and for what measurements they are important and
study the differences between these systems;
− to assess the uncertainties and quality of the various
realizations, how they are affected by geophysical
processes, and how the effect of these processes can
be modeled in time and space to allow a refined
realization of the frames;
− to assess how a stable and consistent reference frame
can be realized over decades with the limited

number and distribution of stations and
observations;
− to study datum definition in a relativistic framework,
in particular in view of the CRS/TRS
transformation;
− to study the impact of IAU non-rotating origin on
TRS, if any.
WGS84
The major realization of WGS84 is nowadays through
the GPS operational products. The ephemeral data
broadcasted by the system are precisely computed using
the WGS84 standards. In particular the frame consisting
of the OCS tracking stations is determined in WGS84
and upgraded from time to time. These improvements
are done by the US NGA (formerly NIMA and DMA),
together with their own extended network as well as
IGS data. The results are reported to be consistent with
recent ITRF solutions at the 2 cm level.
It is therefore legitimate to state that the GPS TRF is de
facto a realization of ITRS. This is exactly what was
recognized in the US-EU agreement about GNSS. It is
also we strongly recommend to use ITRS as unique
preferred name for the system (see ITRS)
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Appendix 2
Draft Resolution to be submitted at the IUGG/IAG
General Assembly, Perugia 2007
The International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
Considering the increasing importance of geodetic
reference systems in Geosciences, and more widely in
numerous scientific or technical activities, such as
Satellite navigation systems or geo-information;
Recognizing the quality of the work done by several
IAG services (IERS,IGS, ILRS, IVS, IDS…) to actually
realize these systems and provide regular access to
numerous users within and beyond the geoscience
community;
Noting that the latest resolutions of IUGG and IAG,
both adopted in 1991 at the General Assembly of
Vienna (IUGG Resolution 2 and IAG Resolution 1)
need to be upgraded, considering for instance the recent
work done by the IAU in the field of nomenclature;
Endorses the definition of a Geocentric Terrestrial
Reference System (GTRS) as a “System of geocentric
space-time coordinates from General Relativity, related
to Geocentric Celestial Reference System by a spatial
rotation which takes into account the Earth orientation
Parameters, and co-rotating with the Earth”, in full
agreement with IAU, and recognize that this new
designation should be preferred to the term of
Conventional Terrestrial Reference System defined and
adopted in 1991;
Furthermore adopts the International Terrestrial
Reference System (ITRS) as preferred GTRS for any
scientific application and urges other communities such
as geo-information, or navigation to do the same. The
ITRS orientation is operationally maintained in
continuity to past international agreements.

Appendix 3
Proposal for the IGC:
Proposal to establish a working group on geodetic
references within the International Committee on
GNSS (ICG)
To : International GNSS Service (IGS)
- John DOW, President Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)
- Felicitas ARIAS, Head Time section From: Claude Boucher
November 11, 2006
Context

In fact, there is no real technical problem, but rather an
issue of terminology and proper understanding. A
major proof of that is the recent agreement signed by
USA and EU about GNSS, and specifically about the
interoperability between GPS and Galileo. This
document specifies that each system will implement a
realization of a system which will be as close as
possible to ITRS. It is recognized that WGS84
designates the US implementation of ITRS for GPS (at
least for the
nominal operational service, i.e.
Broadcasted data). As consequence,WGS84 should be
understood as a realization of ITRS associated with the
operational use of GPS (namely use of message).
The International Committee for GNSS
After the recommendation of an ad hoc group on GNSS
in the frame of the UN Committee for the Pacific Uses
of Outer Space (COPUOS), an International Committee
on GNSS has been established since January 2006.
ICG is an international forum gathering any country,
national or international organizations involved in
GNSS, either as service provider or user. In particular,
IGS and BIPM are already members of ICG.
The UN Office for Outer Space Affairs (OOSA) has
offered to ensure the secretariat for ICG.
It is expected that ICAO or IHO will also join ICG.
In its charter, ICG may establish working groups on
specific topics upon proposal by one of its members.
Proposal
In recognition of the context , we propose to establish
within ICG a working group on geodetic references.
The possible goals of this WG would be :
a) to gather all ICG participants interested by the
subject (system and service providers, users, …)
b) to review the present situation
c) to discuss and agree upon a consistent terminology
for geodetic references and related understanding
d) to prepare a recommendation about ITRS and its
realizations, both from GNSS suppliers and user
point of view.
e) To discuss and sketch implementation plans in each
concerned community (for instance modification of
ICAO resolutions)

Promotion of ITRS

Implementation

There is an emerging demand to recognize the
International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS) as the
unique preferred system for geo-referencing in science
and applications.

The proposed scenario is:
a) to approve this proposal by IGS and BIPM.
b) IGS and BIPM jointly propose the establishment of
this WG at a forthcoming plenary ICG meeting. This
should imply to prepare a suitable working paper,
eventually derived from this one.
Finally, a possible option to take into consideration is
to extend the scope of this WG to time references.

Meanwhile, for various reasons, several communities
(for instance civil aviation, hydrography …) has
adopted WGS84 to play this role.
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Appendix 4
Terms of Reference (IAG Handbook)
Terms of Reference
Sub-Commission 1.2 is engaged in scientific research
and practical aspects of the global reference frames. It
investigates the requirements for the definition and
realization of the terrestrial reference frame, addresses
fundamental issues of multi-technique global geodetic
observatories (local ties, site effects) and studies
methods and approaches for the combined processing of
heterogeneous observation data. The work will be done
in close cooperation with the International Earth
Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS), in
particular with the ITRS Product Centre and the IERS
Combination Research Centers (CRC), the other
relevant IAG services (IGS, ILRS, IVS, IDS), and the
IAG Project "Integrated Global Geodetic Observing
System (IGGOS)". Theoretical aspects (e.g., quality
measures, relativistic modeling) will be investigated in
cooperation with the Inter-Commission Committee on
Theory.
Objectives
The following research topics will form the fundamental
objectives during the next period:
− Definition of the global terrestrial reference frame
(origin , scale and orientation, time evolution,
standards, conventions, models);
− Fundamentals of the realization of the global
terrestrial reference frame (e.g., co-location
problems: local ties, datum problems: coordinates
origin, geo-centre, time evolution: linear and nonlinear velocities, time series approach, long-term
consistency with EOPs and ICRF);
− Analysis of strengths, weaknesses and systematic
differences (biases) of individual techniques (VLBI,
SLR, GPS, DORIS) and their contribution to
specific TRF parameters;

− Combination methodology of individual techniques'
solutions and analysis of the underlying models,
parameters datum definitions etc.;
− Definition of common standards and models for all
techniques;
− Practical implementation of the concept of Global
Geodetic Observatory.
Structure
President: Claude Boucher (France)
Working Groups
SC1.2-WG1: Datum Definition of Global Terrestrial
Reference Frames (jointly with IERS and ICCT)
Chairman: Geoff Blewitt (USA)
SC1.2-WG2: Global Geodetic Observatories Chairman:
SC1.2-WG3: Integrated Theory for crustal deformation
and Reference Frames (joint with ICCT) Chairman:
Kosuke Heki (Japan)
SC1.2-WG4: ITRS/ITRF propagation to national and
international organizations Chairman: Claude
Boucher (France)
SC1.2-WG5 Site Surveys and Co-locations (jointly with
IERS) Chairman: John Dawson (Australia)
Members
Zuheir Altamimi (France) IAG SC 1.3
Geoff Blewitt (USA) WG 1
Claude Boucher (France) President
John Dawson (Australia) WG 5
Herman Drewes (Germany) Commission 1
Remi Ferland (Canada) IGS
Kosuke Heki (Japan) WG 3
Johannes Ihde (Germany)
Jim Ray (USA)
Bernd Richter (Germany) IERS
Markus Rothacher (Germany) IERS, SC 1.1
Robert Weber (Austria) SSG 1.2
Pascal Willis (France) IDS
S Y Zhu (Germany) SC 1.4
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Sub-Commission 1.3
Regional Reference Frames
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
ZUHEIR ALTAMIMI

Regional Sub-commissions:
SC1.3a: Europe (EUREF), Chair: JOÃO AGRIA TORRES
(Portugal)
SC1.3b: South and Central America (SIRGAS), Chair:
LUIZ PAULO FORTES (Brazil)
SC1.3c: North
America
(NAREF),
Co-Chairs:
MICHAEL CRAYMER (Canada), RICHARD SNAY
(USA)
SC1.3d: Africa (AFREF), Chair: RICHARD WONNACOTT
SC1.3e: South-East Asia and Pacific, Chair: JOHN
MANNING (Australia)
SC1.3f: Antarctica
(SCAR),
Chair:
REINHARD
DIETRICH (Germany)
This report gathers the contributions of the above
regional sub-commissions covering the period 20032007. As stated in the Terms of Reference, IAG Subcommission SC1.3 is concerned with definitions and
realizations of regional reference frames and their
connection to (and the densification of) the global
International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). It
offers a home for service-like activities addressing
theoretical and technical key common issues of interest
to regional organisations.

The main sub-commission 1.3 objectives are the
following:
− Develop specifications for the definition and
realization of regional reference frames, including
vertical datums, with full interaction with the InterCommission Project ICP 1.2 on Vertical Reference
Frames.
− Develop and promote operation of GPS permanent
stations, in connection with IGS whenever
appropriate, to be the basis for the long-term
maintenance of regional reference frames.
− Coordinate activities of the regional subcommissions
focusing on exchange and share of competences and
results.
− Encourage and stimulate the emerging development
of the AFREF project with close cooperation with
IGS.
− Encourage and assist, within each regional
subcommission, countries to re-define and
modernize their national geodetic systems,
compatible with the ITRF.
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Sub-Commission 1.3a
Reference Frame for Europe (EUREF)
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
JOÃO AGRIA TORRES, ZUHEIR ALTAMIMI, HELMUT HORNIK

Introduction
The EUREF Sub-Commission was constituted at the
IUGG (International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics) General Assembly held in Vancouver,
1987, under the umbrella of Commission X - Global and
Regional Geodetic Networks of Section 1 – Positioning.
As a result of the implementation of the new IAG
(International Association of Geodesy) structure at the
IUGG General Assembly held in Sapporo, 2003,
EUREF was integrated within Sub-Commission 1.3,
Regional Reference Frames, under Commission 1 –
Reference Frames, with the designation SubCommission 1.3a, Reference Frame for Europe
(EUREF). The present report covers the activities
carried out in the period August 2003 – April 2007 and
is focused on the following topics:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Overview and organisation
EUREF Permanent Network (EPN)
Improvements and extensions of ETRS89
European Vertical Reference System (EVRS)
Symposia
Outreach and external liaisons
Publications

Overview and organisation
At the annual Symposium held in Bratislava (June
2004), the Terms of Reference (ToR) of EUREF were
adopted. The ToR contain the description of EUREF, its
objectives, activities, organization and the rules for
membership according to the general rules expressed in
the Statutes and By-laws of IUGG and, consequently, of
IAG. The complete text can be found in
http://www.euref-iag.net/html/
Overview_of_EUREF_Terms_of_reference.html.
The long-term objective of EUREF is the definition,
realization and maintenance of the European Reference
Systems. All the work is done in close cooperation with
the pertinent IAG components and EuroGeographics,
the consortium of the European NMCA (National
Mapping and Cadastre Agencies).
The forum where the activities are discussed and
decisions are taken is the annual symposium. A
fundamental element in the structure is the EUREF
Technical Working Group (TWG), with the task to
govern current activities, such as:

− to coordinate and develop the EPN;
− to evaluate and classify results of GNSS campaigns
as EUREF densification or extension;
− to coordinate the actions for the realisation of a
European Height System;
− to identify the relevant actions for the continuation
and development of EUREF, with respect to
innovation and the changing user needs;
− to set up the working groups to run the projects
defined by the plenary;
− to prepare the recommendations for the EUREF
plenary.
The TWG is composed by 17 members. It met 11 times
in the period covered by the report. Information about
TWG membership, agenda of the meetings and some
contributions are available at http://www.eurefiag.net/html/twg.html.

EUREF Permanent Network (EPN)
During the period between June 2003 and April 2007,
about 70 continuously operating GPS stations were
integrated into the EUREF Permanent Network (EPN)
bringing the total number of EPN stations to 200. The
number of stations providing hourly data has increased
from 58% to 84%. In addition, 42% of the EPN stations
also submits data to the International GNSS Service, ten
of them contributing to the TIGA (Tide Gauge
Benchmark monitoring) Pilot Project of the IGS. 37
EPN stations provide GPS+GLONASS data.
The "Procedure for becoming an EPN station" has been
completely revised. The new procedure is effective
since Dec. 2006, and can be downloaded via the EPN
Central Bureau (CB) web site http://epncb.oma.be/. The
most important changes concerns the new requirements
to submit a commitment letter guaranteeing that the
station will be operated following EPN guidelines for a
minimal duration of 5 years and the fact that all new
EPN stations must have an antenna/radome with true
absolute calibrations available from the EPN CB.
In addition, the ‘Guidelines for EPN Stations and
Operational Centres’ have also been reviewed. The new
guidelines were issued in order to improve the data flow
within the EPN and to guarantee the availability of the
EPN data at the regional (European) level. This will be
achieved by making all EPN data available to two
regional data centres: BKG (Federal Office of
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Cartography and Geodesy, Germany) and OLG (Space
Research Institute, Department of Satellite Geodesy
Austrian Academy of Sciences, Austria). In addition,
the new guidelines include now a section with
guidelines for stations streaming real-time data.
The web site of the CB has added some new web pages
showing the results of the monitoring of the long-term
quality of the GPS observations. These pages have
proven to be a valuable tool for indicating tracking
changes. As a complement to the “Station latency
reports” distributed monthly through EUREF mail, the
EPN CB web site is now also displaying in graphical
form the results of the monitoring of the delays of the
hourly data and real-time data files.
Two EPN Analysis Workshops have been held. The
first one was held from September 17-18, 2003, in Graz,
Austria and the second one from March 15-16, 2006 in
Padua, Italy. The minutes of both workshops are
available at http://epncb.oma.be/_newsmails/workshops/
The EPN runs two special projects using the installed
infra-structure: ‘Monitoring of the EPN to produce
coordinate time series suitable for geokinematics’ and
‘Generation of a EUREF-troposphere product’.
The general task of the Time Series Analysis Special
Project (TSA_SP) is to promote the use of the EPN
products for geophysical studies. Based on the
periodically computed cumulative solution of the EPN
combined weekly SINEX product, the TSA_SP
maintains a database of the station coordinate offsets
and outliers, estimates the most up-to-date coordinate
and velocity solutions and performs noise and harmonic
analysis of the time series. The TSA_SP contributed to
the ITRF2005 by providing the offset and outlier
database of the EPN stations. After the release of
ITRF2005, the regularly updated EPN coordinate and
velocity solution computed by the TSA_SP is
considered as official for the EPN stations. All results
are displayed at the EPNCB web-pages.
The goal of the second one is to derive
tropospheric (zenith total delay) parameters as part of
the estimation. The basic task within this activity is to
produce a combined troposphere solution with input
from the individual troposphere solutions of all Analysis
Centers, which contribute to the coordinate solution. A
'rapid' combination derived to a given time contributes
to the global IGS combined troposphere product.
Information about these projects and further information
are found at http://epncb.oma.be/organisation/projects/.
Following the request to contribute to the computation
of ITRF2005 as a regional densification, the relevant
information is being prepared by the analysis
coordinator and analysis centres, in collaboration with
the chair of the time series special project, in order to
fulfil the requirements.
Another project based on the EPN structure is EUREFIP (IP for Internet Protocol), with the goal to collect and
disseminate GNSS data in real-time over the Internet.

Under this project the transport protocol Ntrip
(Networked Transport of RTCM via Internet Protocol)
was developed. In September 2004 has been included in
the standards of RTCM (Radio Technical Committee for
Maritime Services). EUREF-IP established a specific IP
address for its Ntrip Broadcaster service at
http://www.euref-ip.net/home.
The total number of world-wide Ntrip Broadcaster
installations known today is approximately 85. The total
number of reference stations available via Ntrip
technology amounts to approximately 1700, 52 of them
are EPN stations, which is about one quarter of the EPN
stations. Further information is available at
http://www.rtcm-ntrip.org/home.
The current EUREF-IP efforts focus on developing a
real-time Ntrip Monitoring/Notification system to reach
and maintain a professional level of service availability,
develop Ntrip towards full HTTP compatibility,
introduce UPD as an additional data transport option,
and encourage more EPN station operators to participate
in EUREF-IP with real-time raw or RTK data.

Use and adoption of ETRS89
The ETRS89 (European Terrestrial Reference System)
is being adopted as the official system for georeferencing by several organisations in Europe and most
of the European countries. In 2005 it was decided to
continue to promote the use and adoption of the
ETRS89 and to collect the most accurate and complete
information on this subject. Consequently, a survey was
conducted jointly by EUREF and EuroGeographics
among 41 National Mapping and cadastral Agencies
(NMCA). From the 41 countries contacted, 28 answered
the questionnaire representing about 68% of the
universe. The 3 different situations are as follows:
− 2 will not adopt (7% of the answers);
− 5 will adopt in the near future (18% of the answers);
− 21 have already adopted (75% of the answers).
The countries that informed that will not adopt the
ETRS89 are Luxembourg and Turkey. On the other
hand, since the realization of the questionnaire, 1 of the
countries that announced to adopt the ETRS89 in the
near future has already done it, increasing to 22 the
number of countries that adopted this system.

Improvements and extensions of ETRS89
The establishment and maintenance of the European
Reference Frame is achieved by a network of geodetic
reference sites determined at national and multi-national
level by GPS campaigns. In the last 4 years, the
following campaigns have been validated by the TWG
and accepted as class B standard (about 1 cm at the
epoch of observation):
EUREF-Slovakia-2001 campaign in Slovakia;
EUREF-Pol-2001 campaign in Poland;
EUREF-Austria-2002 campaign in Austria;
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EUREF-Hungary-2002 campaign in Hungary;
EUREF-Armenia-2002 campaign in Armenia;
EUREF-GB-2001 (re-computation of the campaign in
Great Britain);
EUREF-NKG-2003 campaign in the Baltic countries.
Points of Latvia & Lithuania included in data base;
EUREF-BG-2004 campaign in Bulgaria, combined with
the EUREF-BG92/93, previously accepted in 1996.
The majority of these recent campaigns had the purpose
to improve the accuracy of the former national reference
frames expressed in ETRS89, as well as the
densification of the existing network and/or replacement
of old markers by GPS permanent stations.
For long-term maintenance of the European Reference
Frame, the project European Velocity Field (EVF)
aiming at the establishment of a dense velocity field
model in Europe was started. The first results were
presented at the EUREF Symposium in Riga in 2006.

European Vertical Reference System (EVRS)
The definition of the European Vertical Reference
System 2000 (EVRS), including a European Vertical
Datum and related parameters as realisation, is being
revised, considering that the progress in global gravity
models will soon make possible the realization of EVRS
as a genuine World Height System.
The UELN (Unified European Levelling Network) is
being densified and extended with new levelling
observations. Contacts are being established with Russia
for the inclusion of new levelling data in the Baltic area.
The existence of repeated observations in some areas
presents the chance to take a first step on the way to a
geokinematic height network.
The projects EUVN_DA (European Vertical GPS
Reference Network Densification Action) and ECGN
(European Combined Geodetic Network) are under
development. Further information about the European
Vertical Reference System can be found at
http://crs.bkg.bund.de/evrs/.

Symposia
Following the symposium held in Toledo in June 2003,
three more symposia took place at Bratislava (Slovakia)
in June 2004, at Vienna (Austria) in June 2005, at Riga
(Latvia) in June 2006. The 2007 symposium that will
take place in London (UK) in June 2007 is in
preparation.
These meetings are usually attended by more then 100
participants from more than 30 countries in Europe. The
web portal contains the contributions presented at the
symposia, as well as the full set of resolutions of all the
EUREF symposia since 1990 (http://www.eurefiag.net/html/symposia.html).

Outreach and external liaisons
The old web portal address was replaced by the new one
http://www.euref-iag.net. In the mean time, a new
address
was created in the eu domain,
http://www.euref.eu. Both addresses coexist and give
access to a portal that links to all the EUREF structures
and projects; its main contents are information about the
EUREF structure and documentation related with the
symposia and TWG meetings.
The liaison with EuroGeographics, the consortium of
the National Mapping and Cadastre Agencies (NMCA)
in Europe, continued through its Expert Group on
Geodesy (ExGG). This liaison is concretized by the
support of EuroGeographics to the organization of
EUREF symposia, where a special session of ExGG is
usually included. In order to upgrade this liaison, a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is being
established between both organizations.
Furthermore, a Memorandum of Understanding is
established with EUMETNET, a network of 21
European national meteorological services, with the
purpose to create the conditions to facilitate the data
exchange and to promote the increase in the cooperation
between the two parties, for the benefit of both the
meteorological and geodetic communities.

Publications
The proceedings of the EUREF symposia are the main
source of information concerning the EUREF activities.
In the period covered by this report were published:
− EUREF Publication No. 12, 2003,
− Report on the Symposium of the IAG SubCommission for Europe (EUREF), Ponta Delgada, 5 8 June 2002,
− Reports of the EUREF Technical Working Group.
Mitteilungen des Bundesamtes für Kartographie und
Geodäsie, Band 29, Frankfurt am Main; ISBN 389888- 873-8, 425 pages,
− EUREF Publication No. 13, 2004,
− Report on the Symposium of IAG Sub-commission
for Europe (EUREF), Toledo, 4 - 7 June 2003,
− Reports of the EUREF Technical Working Group.
Mitteilungen des Bundesamtes für Kartographie und
Geodäsie, Band 33, Frankfurt am Main; ISBN 389888- 885-1, 451 pages.
− EUREF Publication No. 14, 2005.
− Report on the Symposium of IAG Sub-commission
for Europe (EUREF), Bratislava, 2 - 5 June 2004.
– Reports of the EUREF Technical Working Group
(TWG). Mitteilungen des Bundesamtes für
Kartographie und Geodäsie, Band 35, Frankfurt am
Main; ISBN 3-89888- 795-2, 413 pages.
The proceedings of the symposia held in Vienna, 2005
and Riga, 2006, are under preparation. For enabling the
early access to the contributions presented to symposia
and TWG meetings, the original presentations are also
pre-published in the EUREF homepage.
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Sub-Commission 1.3b
Reference Frame for South and Central America (SIRGAS)
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
LUIZ P. FORTES, EDUARDO LAURÍA, CLAUDIO BRUNINI, ANTONIO HERNANDEZ, LAURA SÁNCHEZ

Sub-commission 1.3b (South and Central America)
encompasses the activities developed by the
“Geocentric Reference System for the Americas”
project (SIRGAS). As such, it is concerned with the
definition and realization of a unified reference frame
for South and Central America, consistent with ITRF,
besides promoting the definition and establishment of a
unique vertical reference system in this region.

establishing a SIRGAS service based on continuous
GNSS stations in Latin America and the Caribbean.
Under this project, two types of service have been
proposed: a production one, oriented towards the
computation and dissemination of vertical TEC maps in
a routine basis; and another one for researching
ionospheric models that best fit the Latin America and
the Caribbean region.

During the 2003-2007 term many activities have been
carried out in the scope of the SC 1.3b, i.e., the SIRGAS
project. The official coordinates, along with their
covariance information, of 184 GPS stations observed in
the SIRGAS 2000 GPS campaign, covering the entire
Americas, were released in February 2003. These
coordinates are referred to ITRF2000, epoch 2000.4. A
velocity field for South America was published in
November 2003, after combining least-squares
collocation and finite elements solutions.

SC1.3b-WG2 “Geocentric Datum”

The Executive Committee of project met in three
opportunities to discuss the project activities:
Aguascalientes, Mexico (December 2004), Caracas,
Venezuela (December 2005), and Heredia, Costa Rica
(November 2006). In addition to those meetings, a
Workshop of the SC1.3b-WG1 on Continuous GNSS
stations in Latin America was held in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, in August 2006.

SC1.3b-WG1 “Reference System”
In this Working Group, dealing with the continental
reference system, the SIRGAS Analysis Centers project
was created in order to establish processing, comparison
and combination centers in Latin America and the
Caribbean countries. Therefore, since October 1st, 2006,
the following processing centers are experimentally
processing the continuous GNSS stations in the region:
− IGM and UNLP, Argentina,
− IBGE, Brazil,
− IGAC, Colombia, and
− INEGI, Mexico.
With this respect, DGFI continues to be in charge of the
official processing of the entire network as the IGS
Regional Network Associate Analysis Center for
SIRGAS (RNAAC SIR).
In addition to that, the Atmospheric Studies for
SIRGAS project was created with the objective of

WG2 deals with the installation of the reference frames
in the individual countries. Almost all South American
countries have adopted or are in the process of adopting
an official geodetic reference system based on SIRGAS.
During the past four years a great successful effort has
been carried out in terms of integrating the Central
America countries to the project. As a consequence, a
GPS campaign is planned to be held during the second
semester of 2007 in this region.

SC1.3b-WG3 “Vertical Datum”
Efforts in WG3 concentrated on the determination of a
reliable geopotential value W0 within a global
realization, i.e. a W0 value applicable worldwide.
Although the reference W0 value of a vertical datum can
arbitrarily be selected, it is preferred to introduce a
quantity, which agrees with the precision of the latest
observing techniques of the Earth’s gravity field. In this
way, W0 was determined by applying different
approaches (mean value of the geopotential values at the
sea surface following the Gauss-Listing geoid
definition, solution of the fixed gravimetric geodetic
boundary value problem, etc.), different global gravity
models (EGM96, TEG4, GGM02S, EIGEN-CG03C,
EIGEN-GL04S), and different mean sea surface models
(CLS01, KMS04, GFSC00.1). This study is required,
since the new vertical reference system for SIRGAS is
based on geopotential quantities, i.e., a global W0 value
as a reference and geopotential numbers as coordinates.
In this way, a unified reference level is guaranteed for
the different physical height types (orthometric and
normal heights) and it allows the different countries to
keep the physical heights they prefer.
Regarding the unification of the existing vertical datums
in South America, the countries have continued the
evaluation of levelling data combined with gravimetric
measurements, including the direct connection of the
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first levelling networks between neighbouring countries
and the levelling of the SIRGAS2000 reference frame
stations. These activities are complemented by the
formulation of a combined system of observation
equations based on spirit levelling, GNSS positioning,
and geoid determination. It includes the common
analysis of tide gauge registrations, satellite altimetry
data analysis, and GNSS positioning at those tide
gauges which serve as vertical datum in the classical
height systems. This analysis is carried out in the frame
of the IGS TIGA project.
The SIRGAS activities related to the definition and
realization of a new vertical reference system are
integrated in the IAG Inter Commission Project 1.2:
Vertical Reference Frames.
The project was represented in many international
meetings with presentations. It can be cited: IUGG
General Assembly, Sapporo, Japan (July 2003), XXII
Reunión Científica de Geofísica e Geodésia, Buenos
Aires, Argentina (September 2004), 8th United Nations
Regional Cartographic Conference for the Americas.
New York (July 2005), IAG Scientific Assembly,
Cairns, Australia (August 2005), African Reference
Frame Technical Workshop, Cape Town, South Africa
(July 2006), Geodetic Reference Frames 2006, Munich,
Germany (October 2006), etc.

Public Relations
A new project website (http://sirgas.igm.gov.ar) was
developed in 2006, where all information related to the
project can be found.
Many documents, papers, reports related to the project
were published during this period. The most important
are listed below:
Drewes, H., Heidbach, O. (2005): Deformation of the
South American crust estimated from finite element
and collocation methods. In: A Window on the
Future of Geodesy, International Association of
Geodesy Symposia, Vol. 128, 544-549, Springer.
Drewes, H., Kaniuth, K., Völksen, C., Costa, S. M. A.,
Fortes, L. P. S. (2005): "Results of the SIRGAS
campaign 2000 and coordinates variations with
respect to the 1995 South American Geocentric

Reference Frame". In: A Window on the Future of
Geodesy, International Association of Geodesy
Symposia, Vol. 128, 32-37, Springer.
Fortes, L. P. S., Lauría, E., Brunini, C., Navarro, A. H.,
Sanchez, L., Drewes, H., Seemüller, W. (2005): “El
Proyecto Internacional SIRGAS: estado actual y
objetivos futuros”. Proceedings of the 8th United
Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for the
Americas. New York.
Fortes, L. P., Lauría, E., Brunini, C., Amaya, W.,
Sánchez, L., Drewes, H., Seemüller, W. (2006):
Current status and future developments of the
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Sub-Commission 1.3c
Reference Frame for North America (NAREF)
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
MICHAEL CRAYMER, RICHARD SNAY

This sub-commission has 3 active working groups. The
following summarizes the activities of each.

SC1.3c-WG1: North American Reference
Frame (NAREF)
The objective of this WG is to densify the ITRF and
IGS global networks in the North American region.
Work continued on the production of weekly GPS
coordinate solutions for nearly 800 continuously
operating ITRF/IGS densification stations in North
America. These solutions are a combination of six
different regional solutions using four different GPS
processing software. The combined solutions are being
submitted to the IGS, together with weekly processing
reports, with a latency of approximately 4 weeks. Most
recent improvements since 2003 have been the
incorporation of a weekly regional solutions for over
560 US CORS stations using the PAGES processing
software, and for over 180 stations from MIT’s official
daily combinations of the Plate Boundary Observatory
solution. The preliminary Plate Boundary Observatory
solution from Scripps was also expanded from 50 to 75
points with plans to include all primary US CORS and
all CGPS sites in Canada beginning with GPS week
1400. Currently, submissions have been delayed since
GPS week 1400 while some regional processing centers
update their software and processing procedures for the
new IGS processing strategy, including precise orbits
based on absolute phase centers. Cumulative solutions
have also been computed based on the weekly
combinations up to week 1399 to provide velocity
estimates for all sites with a data span of at least one
year. This solution is being contributed to the ITRF2005
densification effort.

SC1.3c-WG2: Stable North American
Reference Frame (SNARF)
Significant efforts began under this newly created joint
working group with UNAVCO, Inc. in support of the

Earth Scope project. The goal is to define a plate-fixed
regional reference frame for North America stable at the
mm-level to provide a standardized and consistent
reference frame in support of geodynamics studies
throughout the continent. Seven workshops to define the
reference frame been held since 2004. The frame is
being defined via a no net rotation condition for a set of
stable frame sites with respect to the ITRF. A novel
technique has been used to assimilate GPS velocity
solutions together with a geophysical model of glacial
isostatic adjustment to model both horizontal and
vertical intra-plate motions. The first version of the
reference frame was released at the UNAVCO Annual
Meeting in June 2005. An updated frame based on
improved GPS velocity solutions and ITRF2005 is
expected by the end of 2007. Reference frame products
includes coordinates and velocities (with uncertainties)
for all frame sites, a model for glacial isostatic
adjustment, and rotation rates with respect to ITRF2000.
Further versions will follow as the reference frame is
improved. More information about the working group is
available from the UNAVCO web site (follow the links
at <http://www.naref.org/>).

SC1.3c-WG3: Reference Frame
Transformations
This WG is concerned with the definition and
maintenance of the relationships between international
and North American reference frames/datums. This
primarily involves maintaining the officially adopted (in
Canada and the U.S.) relationship between ITRF and
NAD83. The later is now defined in terms of a fourteen
parameter
transformation
from
ITRF96.
Transformations from/to other subsequent versions of
ITRF are obtained by updating the NAD83-ITRF
transformation with the official incremental fourteen
parameter transformations between ITRF versions as
published by the IERS. In 2006 the transformation was
updated with the introduction of ITRF2005.
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Sub-Commission 1.3d
Reference Frame for Africa (AFREF)
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
RICHARD WONNACOTT

Introduction
IAG Sub-Commission 1.3d (Africa) of Commission 1
Reference Networks was established with the objective:
– To establish a continental reference system for
Africa consistent and homogeneous with the global
reference frame of the ITRF as a basis for national
3-d reference networks;
– To realize a unified vertical datum and to support
efforts to establish a precise African geoid;
– To establish continuous, permanent GPS base
stations at a spacing such that users will be within
1000km of a base station and that data is freely
available to all nations;
– To provide a sustainable development environment
for technology transfer so that these activities will
enhance the national networks and other
applications;
– To understand the necessary geodetic requirements
of participating national and international agencies;
− To assist in establishing in-country expertise for
implementation, operation, processing and analysis
of modern geodetic techniques, primarily GNSS.
These objectives are to be carried in collaboration with
the IAG community and its service organization, the
IGS, together with the National and Regional Mapping
Organizations of Africa. Although many of these
objectives have not been met during the review period, a
great deal of organizational development and
promotional effort among various organizations has
taken place.

Progress During the Review Period
Progress on the AFREF project has been slow but
steady with a number of meetings and workshops being
held. It is important to note that, although progress has
been slow, the National Mapping Organizations and
relevant University departments in Africa are aware of
AFREF and are showing keen interest in the project.
Added to this is awareness and support which
organizations outside of Africa are offering the project.
The support shown for the project from within Africa
and by International agencies is reflected in an increased
activity with the installation of permanent GNSS
receivers particularly in the latter half of 2006 and early

part of 2007. The exact number and location of new
installations is uncertain at this stage but the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa’s (UNECA)
Committee On Development Information – Geoinformation (CODI-Geo) has embarked on an audit of
installations through its AFREF Steering Committee. It
is hoped that the first results of this audit will be
available by the middle of 2007.
The following are some of the highlight AFREF related
meetings held between 2003 and 2007.
2004 August:
UNECA CODI met in Addis Ababa and accepted the
Windhoek Declaration and established an AFREF
Working Group and nominated a Steering Committee
thus giving the project some official status within
CODI. In broad terms, the Windhoek Declaration was a
commitment by the 8 signatory countries to:
– Support the AFREF project;
– Publicize & promote the project within their
respective
Governments
and
international
organizations; and that
– The UNECA should accept the principles and
concepts of AFREF and these be accepted and
implemented by UNECA CODI;
– UNOOSA be requested to support the project; and
– The IAG and the IGS be requested to continue to
support the project and assist with it’s
implementation.
2004 October:
The African Association of Remote Sensing of the
Environment met in Nairobi and at the same time the
CODI – Geo AFREF Steering Committee met for the
first time. At this meeting a structure and terms of
reference for the committee and working group was
agreed upon.
2004 November:
The United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs
(UNOOSA) group of GNSS experts met in Vienna and
endorsed and gave support to the AFREF project largely
as the outcome of one of 4 regional workshops on the
“Use and Application of Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS)” held in Lusaka in July 2002.
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Publicity
2005 April and 2006 March:
Dedicated sessions or workshops were held during the
FIG Working Week in Cairo, Egypt in April 2005 and
the FIG Regional Conference held in Accra, Ghana in
March 2006. A Call for Participation in the project was
prepared in Cairo and has subsequently been distributed
to International agencies and NMOs in Africa.
2006 July:
A very successful technical workshop was held in Cape
Town, South Africa which was attended by
approximately 40 delegates from 19 African countries.
15 representatives from a number of International
Organizations including the IGS, UNAVCO, IGN,
BKG, NGS and HartRAO gave excellent presentations.
The workshop was sponsored by IAG, UNAVCO,
UNOOSA, University of Cape Town, Department of
Land Affairs, the National Research Foundation in
South Africa and GNSS equipment vendors.

Apart from the various meetings and workshops that
have been held during the past four years, numerous
articles and reports on AFREF have been published in
industry journals and on the internet. Such articles have
generated a great deal of interest and support for the
project among surveyors, cartographers and GIS
practitioners.

Conclusion
Progress with the AFREF project has been slow but has
reached a stage of high level awareness among international organizations and NMOs in Africa. The IAG
and IGS are among the international organizations that
have committed their support for the project. It is
believed that the next four-year period will see many
new permanent GNSS receivers being installed
throughout Africa and possibly the first results of the
GNSS data processing from these stations being
published.
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Sub-Commission 1.3e
Reference Frame for South-East Asia and Pacific
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
JOHN MANNING

The work of the Sub-commission on the Asia Pacific
Reference Frame for this period has been carried out in
conjunction with the Regional Geodesy Working Group
of the Permanent Committee for GIS Infrastructure in
the Asia and the Pacific region (PCGIAP). The role of
this working group has been to coordinate regional
cooperation in Geodesy amongst national agencies and
to build a regional geodetic infrastructure. This group
has the dual function to report on relevant activities to
the UNRCC-AP and to the IAG Sub-commission to the
Asia Pacific Reference Frame. Members of this working
group are nominees from national surveying and
mapping organizations rather then being drawn from
academic institutes.
The inaugural business meeting of the PCGIAP
Working Group was held in Sydney, Australia in 1996.
The initial goal of the Geodesy Working Group was to
establish a precise regional geodetic reference
framework from Central Asia to the Pacific. A primary
achievement of the working group has been to establish
a single regional horizontal geodetic datum and provide
linkages for individual country datums to this regional
datum through densification of the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame .
The 16th United Nations Regional Cartographic
Conference for Asia and the Pacific (UNRCC-AP) held
in Okinawa in July 2003, acknowledged the
achievements of the PCGIAP Regional Geodesy
Working Group and endorsed a resolution in relation to
the ongoing activities of the Geodesy working group to:
− The enhancement of a regional geodetic
infrastructure
through
annual
cooperative
campaigns, including ties to vertical datum origin
points,
− Review the status of the regional geoid in relation to
current and improved global gravity models
available from satellite gravity, and the application
of absolute gravity as a means of developing a
regional gravity reference frame,
− Promote the application of new geodetic adjustment
techniques and datum change transformation
parameters for regional spatial data integration and
for geo-referencing cadastral and statistical
information,
− Encourage the transfer of GPS technology to Pacific
Island nations and other developing countries
through regional and local geodesy workshop
activities,

− Development of a catalogue of regional tide gauges
for monitoring sea level changes and placement of
GPS at key sites, and
− Review the status of geodetic networks in individual
countries and upgrade the PCGIAP web site
information.
All activities during this period 2003 –2006 were
guided by a work plan through to the 17th UNRCCCAP which was held in United Nations Regional Office
in Bangkok in September 2006. However unexpected
tectonic events have had a significant impact on
Geodesy in this period with Indonesian earthquakes and
devastating tsunami aftermaths of the December 2004
events, requiring more detailed attention to reference
frameworks related to these events.
There were a number of recent face-to-face meetings
held to maintain contact between working group
members and to assist progress on projects. These
included the following:
− An informal meeting of the working group was held
during the 10th PCGIAP meeting in Bangalore, India
in January 2004,
− A regional Geodesy workshop was held in Chengdu,
China in September 2004 in conjunction with IAG
Commission 2,
− A special Tsunami workshop was hosted by
Indonesia in Bali in May 2005,
− A regional Geodesy workshop was hosted by
Geoscience Australia immediately before the IAG
General Assembly in Cairns, Australia, August 2005,
− An associated meeting on regional gravity was
hosted by Mongolia in Ulan Baatar in June 2006
A full report of the 11th PCGIAP meeting in Bali is
available
on
the
PCGIAP
web
site
http://www.gsi.go.jp/PCGIAP/bali/bali_rep.htm
and
presentations for the Cairns meeting are available on
CD from.
Annual, week long GPS regional campaigns were
observed in 2004,2005 and 2006. Geoff Luton from
Geoscience Australia continued to be the coordinator
for annual GPS observation campaigns for ten years in a
row. Participation in the campaigns tupically included:
2003:
2004:
2005:

25 countries & 112 sites
15 countries & 62 sites
16 countries & 38 sites
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Data from these campaigns is collated and available to
countries requesting the observational data. Combined
solutions have been compiled by Geoscience Australia
and submitted for use in ITRF determinations (through
geoff.Luton@ga.gov.au). Near concurrent regional
geodetic VLBI projects, have been arranged each year
with the Asia Pacific Space Geodynamics group, as:
SESSION
DATE
--------------------------------------------------APSG-12
08 OCTOBER 2003
APSG-13
21 OCTOBER 2003
APSG-14
15 SEPTEMBER 2004
APSG-15
27 SEPTEMBER 2004
APSG-16
11 OCTOBER 2005
APSG-17
06 DECEMBER 2005
APSG-18
OCTOBER 2006
Whilst the GPS campaigns have been undertaken for
ten years, it is apparent that with the increase in
continuous stations it is no longer technically essential
to hold specific date campaigns to disseminate the
precise global coordinates for infrastructure points
through the region. Some agencies such, as Geoscience
Australia (GA) now compute regular weekly solutions.
This was evident in computing the events of the
December 2004 earthquakes. Observation campaigns
can be observed at the individual country’s convenience
as GA offers to include these in their weekly regional
solutions. Changes to technology now enable
observations made at any time throughout the year to be
included in regular regional computations, which in turn
are forwarded to global peak Global geodesy bodies for
inclusion in the densification of the International
Terrestrial Frame. The general tectonic movements in
the South East Asian area are shown in the figure 1.
Work on the regional geoid project saw good
cooperation between Japan and China to establish a high
precision gravity network by successfully carrying out
FG5 absolute gravity observations in remote locations,
in China (Lhasa); in Malaysia ( Sabah, Kuala Lumpur),
in Indonesia (Bogor and Yogyacarta) and in the
Phillipines with 28 sites observed. Other instrumental
comparisons had been made at Wuhan in China between

three FG5 units. China is looking to take an FG5 to
nearby countries for observations in Vietnam. This
absolute gravity framework underpins the national
gravity networks, which in turn are essential for
coordination and computation in an upgraded regional
geoid. This project is complex with volume of space
gravity observations becoming available and release of
new global gravity models from Champ and Grace
Satellite missions remains a huge but unfunded task. A
number of absolute gravity points were observed across
Australia the country as a framework for relative
gravity. There was also cooperation with Japan for FG5
precision absolute gravity occupation of a site in Perth
when en route to Syowa Antarctica and also in Canberra
during its return to Japan. Further cooperative
interaction has been discussed with IAG Commission 2,
Sub-Commission on the SE Asia Geoid.
The transfer of Geodetic and GPS technology projects
were taken forward in the Pacific considerably by
Australia, which now has a continuous GPS tracking
system associated with tide gauges for monitoring
global change purposes in the South Pacific. The sites
are located in the following countries: Samoa, Cook
Islands, Tuvalu, Tonga, Nauru, PNG, Kiribati,
Micronesia, Fiji, Vanuatu, Palau. Data from these GPS
sites are available from Geoscience Australia for local
and global scientific research and local applications.
The project for the development of a catalogue of
regional tide gauges with nearby GPS placements is
ongoing Geodesy activity in the region, which requires
responses from individual countries. The project was
overtaken in the immediate short term by the Banda
Aceh and associated Indonesian earthquakes and
resultant regional tidal waves. This event triggered a
new priority approach for near real time monitoring of
the land surface movement using positional data from
continuous GPS trackers and a reassessment of tide
gauge installations. This remains a priority for
consideration, as there have been major earthquakes in
the area in 2005 and 2006 with loss of very many lives
in Yogyakarta and Pangandaran Beach regions.

Figure 1: Plate velocities from repeated GPS observations
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The Banda Aceh and Nias earthquakes focused world
attention on the impact of tectonic crust motion
occurring as surface events or as submarine events.
These earthquakes have unsettled the earth’s crust in the
region and other major earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions continue to cause havoc and loss of human
life and infrastructure devastation. Geodetic technology
offers a means of early detection and measurement of
the result of land movements. Indonesia bears the brunt
of these events, current technology is not able to predict
only to warn vulnerable areas of imminent impact in the
short term, A number of countries such as Germany and
Japan are working on measures to enable better warning
systems for Tsunami waves to be installed, but the
application of available technology is costly and
technically difficult. Dr Surabaya from Indonesia
presented a comprehensive report on the situation at the
Cairns regional workshop, which included a graphic of
details of the Banda Aceh event, see figure 2:
Workshop outcomes from the open Regional geodesy
meeting held in association with the IAG conference in
Cairns Australia discussed the impact of the Banda
Aceh tsunami and subsequent geodetic and geophysical
activity in the establishment of monitoring systems both
in individual countries and in overall regional Tsunami

warning systems was the subject of continued
discussion following the Bali meeting. Shigeru
Matsuzaka presented the comprehensive Japanese
Daphne project on earthquake monitoring in the region
on behalf on Dr Imakire from GSI.. Presentations are
included on the CD Rom of the Regional Geodesy
workshop in Cairns in August 2005, which is available
from Geoscience Australia. Future activity requires
close cooperation throughout the South East Asian
region with the placement of receivers with data being
quickly available for warnings, and as a basis for
reconstruction planning. This imitative deserves IAG
support in the monitoring of earthquakes events and
surface movements by GPS technology.
The status of the geodetic networks in individual
countries was updated on the PCGIAP web site by
Japan but needs constant attention as geodetic datums in
the region are continually being updated as the countries
move to introduce Geocentric based coordinates.
Australia is moving to a vastly upgraded national
network which is being coordinated by Geoscience
Australia (contact gary.Johnston@ga.gov.au) whilst
Malaysia is introducing a real-time precise GPS
network for land and sea applications.

Figure 2: Analysis of the Banda Aceh earthquake slips

Australia has computed all observations for the first six
campaigns and forwarded the solution to the IERS for
inclusion as regional densification in the new global
reference frame being computed.
The Regional Geodesy group also supports the TIGA
sea level monitoring project with GPS data from sites
near tide gauges. Geoscience Australia recently
delivered initial regional solutions to the TIGA project
of the International GNNS Service, which monitors the
vertical motion of continuous GPS base stations
collocated with precision tide gauges. All data and
solutions are available from Geoscience Australia.

The 17th UNRCC-AP was held in September 2006 and
the meeting recommended the continuation of Regional
Working Group activities and its interface with IAG
commissions. The next meeting of the regional geodesy
working group will be held in south Korea later this
year and a meeting is planned for Fiji at the tiem of the
propose PCGIAP meeting during GSDI conference in
2008. The Chairman of the PCGIAP working group is
Dr Matsuzaka shigeru@gsi.go.jp<>from GSI and Dr
Pengfei Cheng chengpf@casm.ac.cn from China is the
vice chair.
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Sub-Commission 1.3f
Reference Frame for Antarctica (SCAR)
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
REINHARD DIETRICH

1. Observation Campaigns
The SCAR GPS Campaigns 2006 and 2007 were carried
out in the austral summers 2006 and 2007. All together,
the data of 34 Antarctic sites are now collected in the
SCAR GPS database beginning with the year 1995.

2. Data Analysis

provides the frame for a broad range of coordinated,
international projects.
The SC1.3f actively participates in the frame of the
project POLENET (Polar Earth Observing Network). In
October 2006 a POLENET workshop was organized in
Dresden, where also issues of the reference system
realization in Antarctica were discussed.

The data analyses continued. All data analyses were
carried out with the Bernese GPS Software, version 5.0.
The results were presented at the XXVIV SCAR
Meeting in Hobart/Australia in July 2006 and at the
GRF2006 Symposium in Munich in October 2006.

3. Meetings
During the XXVIV SCAR Meeting in Hobart in July
2006 the members of SC1.3f met and the working plan
of the SCAR Group of Experts on Geodetic
Infrastructure in Antarctica (GIANT) was discussed and
fixed for the years 2006-2008. R. Dietrich (Germany)
was endorsed as the chairman of GIANT. The members
of GIANT represent the SC1.3f.

4. The International Polar Year 2007/2008
The International Polar Year 2007/2008 started at 1st of
March 2007 and will continue until 28th of February
2009. It is organized jointly by ICSU and WMO, and

Figure 1: Distribution of GPS sites in Antarctica.

Figure 2: Distribution of GPS sites in Antarctica: Peninsula in detail
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Sub-Commission 1.4
Interaction of Celestial and Terrestrial Reference Frames
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
H. SCHUH, R. HEINKELMANN, J. SOKOLOVA, V. TESMER
The main objective of the IAG Sub-Commission 1.4 is
the study of the interaction of the celestial and the
terrestrial reference frames. In particular, SC 1.4 was
focusing during the report period on the consistency
between the various reference frames.
The retirement of the former president S.Y. ZHU in 2005
caused a kind of break of the activities of SC 1.4 as the
new president (H. Schuh) could only chair the SubCommission since summer 2006, i.e. during the last 9
months of the period to be reported here. Thus, this
report will give a general overview only and will
concentrate on the research and studies carried our since
the Mid-Term Report 2005 (Zhu et al., 2005).
Concerning the research done within the four Working
Groups of Sub-Commission 1.4 only some examples
can be given below.

WG1.4.1: Theoretical Aspects
Celestial Reference System

of

the

Scheduled activities were:
− Study the effects of the new IAU definitions, the
relation between the barycentric system (as realized
by VLBI) and the geocentric system.
The celestial and terrestrial ephemeris origin replaced in
2003 the vernal equinox and the traditional first axis of
the terrestrial intermediate frame. Consequently, the
Earth rotation angle replaced the apparent sidereal time.
The Earth orientation parameters consisting of the
difference between UTC and UT, the polar motion
parameters, and the nutation residuals, connect the CRF
and the TRF. That makes it possible to represent each of
these frames by the other one plus the Earth orientation
parameters. A change or error in one of the two frames
must therefore be compensated by a corresponding
change in the other frame and/or the Earth orientation
parameters, and any error in the orientation parameters
must be reflected by a change in at least one of the two
reference frames. In 2006 new IAU definitions were
adopted with relevance for WG 1.4.1:
IAU Resolution B1 (http://www.iau.org/fileadmin/
content/pdfs/IAU2006_Resol1.pdf) deals with the
adoption of the P03 Precession Theory and Definition of
the Ecliptic and recommends that, beginning on 1
January 2009, the precession component of the IAU
2000A precession-nutation model be replaced by the
P03 precession theory of Capitaine et al. (2003).

IAU Resolution B2 ( http://www.iau.org/fileadmin/
content/pdfs/IAU2006_Resol2.pdf ) is a supplement to
the IAU 2000 Resolutions on reference systems.
Recommendation 1 deals with harmonizing the name of
the pole and origin to “intermediate”. According to its
main recommendation the terminology “Celestial
Intermediate
Origin”
(CIO)
and
“Terrestrial
Intermediate Origin” (TIO) will be used in place of the
previously introduced “Celestial Ephemeris Origin”
(CEO) and “Terrestrial Ephemeris Origin” (TEO).
Recommendation 2 is on the default orientation of the
Barycentric Celestial Reference System (BCRS) and the
Geocentric Celestial Reference System (GCRS).

WG1.4.2: Realization of Celestial Reference
Frames (CRF and Transformations)
Scheduled activities were:
− Survey of the current status of CRF realization;
− Review of implementation of IERS Conventions and
IAG Fundamental Parameters.
To achieve further progress regarding the realization of
celestial reference frames it is essential to review the
current status, to identify deficiencies and to make
proposals for improvements. This task was closely
related to various components of the IERS (e.g., ICRF
PC, CRCs) and the techniques analysis coordinators (in
particular of the IVS), and required a close cooperation
between the different groups. The activities included the
survey of the current status of CRF realization, a review
regarding the implementation of IERS Conventions and
IAG Fundamental Parameters and different space
techniques for CRF realization. Many aspects related to
this WG were treated in the IERS Technical Note 34.
Concerning the barycentric CRF the International
Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) is realized by VLBI
(Ma et al. 1998). The International Celestial Reference
Frame (ICRF) is currently defined by the radio positions
of 212 extragalactic objects. Since its inception there
have been two extensions to the ICRF: ICRF-Ext.1
(IERS, 1999) and ICRF-Ext.2 (Fey et al. 2004). These
extensions included revised positions of ICRF candidate
and "other" sources, based on inclusion of additional
observations, as well as positions of an additional 109
"new" sources. With continued applicable VLBI
observations and improvements in analysis a better
realization of the ICRF is now possible and an even
better realization is feasible in the foreseeable future.
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Planning for a second realization of the ICRF is
currently underway with a projected completion date
concurrent with the XXVIIth IAU General Assembly in
2009. Two Working Groups (WG) were established on
the second realization of the ICRF (ICRF2) as a joint
project of the International Astronomical Union (IAU),
the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems
Service (IERS) and the International VLBI Service for
Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS).
Goal of the IAU WG: Oversee generation, validation
and utility of ICRF2; engage in formulation of
resolutions of adoption by IAU (http://rorf.usno.
navy.mil/ICRF2/IAU/ ).
Goal of the IVS/IERS WG: Produce ICRF2 for IERS /
IVS consideration and for submission to the IAU
Working Group (http://www.iers.org/MainDisp.csl?
pid=198-1100160).
Scientific contents of the WG chaired by Chopo Ma are:
− defining source selection,
− catalogue generation and comparison,
− time series generation, comparison and analysis,
− unstable source selection and position estimation,
− modelling effects comparisons,
− TRF and EOP comparisons,
− data selection testing.
Concerning highly precise optical celestial reference
frames, the state of the art optical catalogue is the FK6
(Wielen et al. 1999). It includes the FK5 and the
Hipparcos-Catalogue.Upcoming optical astrometry
space missions such as GAIA (Global Astrometry
Interferometer for Astrophysics) and SIM (Space
Interferometer Mission) will significantly enhance the
quality of the optical catalogues in terms of position
precision and number of stars.
The primary reference to work of WG 1.4.2 is the IERS
Technical Note 29.

IVS Analysis
Center
AUS,
BKG
DGFI
GSFC
JPL
MAO
SHAN
USNO

Software
OCCAM
Calc/Solve
OCCAM
Calc/Solve
MODEST
SteelBreeze
Calc/Solve
Calc/Solve

Time span
(month/year)
11/1979 – 12/2004
01/1980 – 01/2005
01/1984 – 01/2005
08/1979 – 01/2005
10/1978 – 01/2005
10/1980 – 01/2005
04/1980 – 01/2005
09/1979 – 01/2005

WG 1.4.3: Systematic Effects in the CRF
Determination
Scheduled activities were:
− Identify inconsistencies between different software
regarding CRF determination.
It is well-known that the accuracy achieved today is
mainly limited by technique- and/or solution-related
systematic biases (effects), which are often poorly
characterized or quantified. This issue was addressed
regarding the determination of the celestial reference
frame. The tasks included the identification and
description of inconsistencies (systematic effects,
refined models).
Here a lot of work has been performed by various
groups. A rather complete quantification of systematic
and statistic effects on the CRF determination has been
done by Tesmer et al. (2006a, 2006b), and Tesmer
(2007). MacMillan and Ma (2007) also investigated
network effects and proper motions of sources on the
CRF determination.
Comparison between various CRF realizations
Various VLBI CRF realizations were compared to each
other which were submitted by the following eight IVS
Analysis Centers: AUS (Geoscience Australia), BKG
(Bundesamt für Kartographie und Geodäsie, Germany),
DGFI (Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut,
Germany), GSFC (NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
USA), JPL (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, USA),
MAO (Main Astronomical Observatory of the National
Academy of Sciences, Ukraine), SHAO (Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory, China), USNO (U. S. Naval
Observatory, USA). A brief description of the input
catalogues is given in Table 1.

Number of
delays
3208197
4031453
3650771
4574189
3575847
3773765
4431503
4252684

Number of sources
(total sources/reference sources)
737 / 207
748 / 212
686 / 199*
954 / 212
734 / 2
685 / 25
813 / 212
943 / 207

Table 1. VLBI CRF realizations submitted for the next ICRF by eight IVS Analysis Centres. The last column shows
the number of sources in the catalogue and the number of reference sources used to tie the orientation of the catalogue
to the ICRF. (* - 199 stable sources from M. Feissel-Vernier stable list).
Weighted root-mean-square (WRMS) differences of the
radio source coordinates between the CRF catalogues
calculated by the eight IVS Analysis Centers and the
ICRF are shown in figure 1. One can see that the
WRMS differences get the least values for catalogues

computed with the Calc/Solve software, both for mutual
comparison of these catalogues and their comparison
with the ICRF. The latter is most probably caused by
the fact that the ICRF was constructed using Calc/Solve.
Large WRMS differences between JPL and other
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catalogues may be caused by its orientation which was
defined by only two reference sources, unlike other
catalogues, for which a much longer list of reference
sources was used. Catalogue AUS shows the greatest
differences with the other catalogues, probably because
it is the only catalogue which was constructed using the
Least Squares Collocation method, while the other
Analysis Centers used conventional Least Squares. One
can see that the DGFI catalogue, which was also
constructed using the OCCAM software but with its

BKG DGFI

AUS 193

135

BKG

89

Least Squares version, does not stand out against other
catalogues. The WRMS differences between the input
catalogues in itself may not be very valuable, especially
if they are caused by differences in the orientation of
their axes, more interesting is the fact that all the input
catalogues demonstrate rather large differences with the
ICRF, which may indicate significant systematic errors
in the ICRF (Sokolova and Malkin, 2007).
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Fig. 1: WRMS differences of the radio source coordinates between CRF catalogues calculated by eight IVS Analysis
Centres, µas (∆α - left figure, ∆δ - right figure).
Effects of geodetic datum definition on VLBIdetermined CRF
An important issue for the CRF determination is the
choice of sources used for the NNR constraints. The
external reliability is an appropriate measure for the
quality of a datum (see e.g. Kutterer, 2004). In the
absence of errors any arbitrary subset of datum points
which satisfies minimal conditions by removing the
datum deficiency of the equation system, yields
identical results. The optimal datum in terms of external
reliability is that one which includes all points.
However, when analyzing ‘real’ data the optimal subset
of datum points has to be selected by considering
quantity, stability, and geometry.
In order to quantify the effects of the datum on the CRF
determination, various subsets of celestial datum points
were used for the NNR constraints:
– 199 ‘stable’ sources (Feissel, 2003),
– 71 sources with structure index 1 in both X-, and Sband (Fey, 1997),
– 212 sources of category ‘defining’ of the ICRF (Ma
et al., 1998),
– 121 sources with both components tested for normal
distribution w.r.t. constant position (Engelhardt and
Thorandt, 2006).
These subsets were used for the NNR constraints w.r.t.
ICRF-Ext.2 and applied to the same accumulated
normal equation system of solution IGG05R01
(Heinkelmann et al., 2006) including more than 2600
24-hour sessions and 466 sources. The results of the
CRF realizations for the various subsets differ by very

small rotations. Maximal rotations are found between
the subsets of Feissel’s stable sources and Fey’s
structure index categorization. They reach ω1 = 13.4
μas, ω2 = 9.4 μas, and ω3 = 0.2 μas.
Effects of meteorological data on VLBI-determined CRF
For the analyses of space-geodetic techniques various
series and models of meteorological data are in use. The
meteorological quantities atmospheric pressure and
surface temperature are of main importance. The
atmospheric pressure is needed for the hydrostatic
zenith delay, atmospheric loading and mapping
functions, whereas the surface temperature is mainly
relevant
for
antenna
thermal
deformations.
Heinkelmann et al. (2007) investigated various
meteorological data and their impact on TRF and CRF
determination:
– in-situ meteorological records (IVS),
– meteorological series derived from the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF) numerical weather model (NWM),
– empirical global pressure and temperature (GPT)
model (Böhm et al., 2007),
– Berg’s model of the atmosphere (BERG).
The meteorological series were used as input to the
same solution IGG05R01 (Heinkelmann et al., 2006)
using identical settings. The effects of meteorological
quantities on the determination of CRF show no
significant systematics. Maximal variations of right
ascension and declination reach ±100 as. They appear
between BERG and IVS series.
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Effect of various analysis options on VLBI-determined
CRF
The effect of various analysis options on VLBIdetermined CRF was investigated by Tesmer et al.
(2006a, 2006b) and Tesmer (2007):
– different troposphere mapping functions and
gradient models,
– choice of the data set (neglecting sessions before
1990 and 21 astrometric sessions),
– handling of sources that may not be assumed to have
time-invariant positions,
– handling of the station network (estimate the station
positions per session, as positions and velocities
over 20 years, or fix them to a priori values).
The biggest, clearly systematic effects in the estimated
source positions up to 0.5 mas were found to be due to
different gradient models, the selection of the a priori
values and the constraints (see figures 2, 3 and 4, grey
stars indicate the differences between the declination
estimates of the 2769 sources in the solution, the solid
red lines are median values computed each 0.5° for all
values inside a ±12.5° band). The choice of the data set
does generally not have a significant influence (see
figure 5). This holds also (with several exceptions) for
different options how to treat sources which are
assumed to have time-invariant positions. Furthermore
it turned out that fixing station positions to values not
consistent to the solution itself can noticeably affect
CRF solutions (see figure 6).

Fig 2. Differences between 2769 declination estimates
of two CRF solutions: with no gradients estimated –
with gradients estimated slightly constrained.

Fig 4. Differences between 2769 declination estimates
of two CRF solutions: using constant a priori gradient
values (mean of 1990-1995 from DAO weather model)
– using 0 a priori gradient values.

Fig 5. Differences between 669 declination estimates of
two CRF solutions: without using the 21 sessions of the
VCS (VLBI Calibrator Surveys) – with using the VCS
sessions.

Fig 6. Differences between 2769 declination estimates
of two CRF solutions: all stations fixed to a preliminary
solution of ITRF2005 – estimating positions and
velocities for all stations.

WG 1.4.4: Interaction Between Celestial
and Terrestrial Reference Frames

Fig 3. Differences between 2769 declination estimates
of two CRF solutions: with gradients estimated fully
unconstrained – with gradients estimated slightly
constrained.

Scheduled activities were:
− Identify effects of errors in the CRF on the TRF and
related products (e.g. EOP) and vice versa.
− Compare the EOP with geophysical models and
identify the effect of Earth deformation on the EOP
determination.
A major goal of this WG was to investigate the
interaction between the celestial and terrestrial reference
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frame and the transformation between both (precession,
nutation, EOP), and to improve the consistency between
ICRF, ITRF and EOP. The major tasks included the
effect of errors in the CRF on the terrestrial reference
frame and other related products, and vise versa, the
realization of the NNR-condition for the ITRF (e.g.
deformations) and its interaction with EOP
determination, comparison with geophysical models,
and the interaction with the gravity field.
Terrestrial points of various space-geodetic techniques
are often co-located and thus transformations between
corresponding reference frames can be improved using
local tie measurements. It is common practice to apply
GNSS receivers on LEO or other satellites used for
SLR, for tying the celestial reference systems.
Interaction between CRF and TRF
By Tesmer et al. (2004), a VLBI solution with a TRF,
the EOP and a CRF being estimated simultaneously was
established applying a non-biasing NNR and NNT
datum for the TRF and NNR for the CRF. Using such
minimum datum conditions, biases were avoided which
are due to fixed reference frames or other relevant
parameters of the observation equations. Heinkelmann
et al. (2006) present a similar solution and give more
technical details.
Tesmer (2006) summarizes investigations regarding the
connection between TRF and CRF as realized by VLBI.
In this context, most interesting is: (1) The sparse
southern VLBI observing network implicates a not
sufficiently redundant observing geometry. This is why
some parameters of southern sources and stations are
significantly correlated in CRF and TRF solutions (like
O’Higgins, Antarctica or Hobart, Australia). (2) This
also holds for sources and stations, which were not
observed in varying network constellations (like
Crimea, Ukraine or Saint-Croix, Virgin Islands, USA).
GPS satellite orbits used as quasi celestial reference
frame for satellites in Low Earth Orbit
Rothacher and Svehla (2003) sketch how Low Earth
Orbiters (LEOs, such as CHAMP, JASON, GRACE
etc.), equipped with GPS receivers can be
interconnected with global GPS solutions. Today, it is
common habit to use the high flying GPS satellites as
quasi celestial reference frame for the LEOs. As GPS
observations from LEO on-board receivers are not
subject to tropospheric delay, they can be used very well
to estimate the position of the satellite in the orbit, e.g.
with very high time resolution by means of kinematic
approaches (Svehla and Rothacher, 2005).
Satellite and receiver antenna phase center variations
In recent years, the effect of absolute instead of relative
antenna phase patterns on geodetic GPS results was
investigated in detail. Both, the receiver and the satellite

antennas (which are part of the quasi celestial GPS
reference frame) are subject to phase patterns. Schmid
and Rothacher (2003) estimated GPS satellite antenna
phase center offsets and variations in nadir direction,
azimuth-dependent phase center variations were
demonstrated by Schmid et al. (2005). Steigenberger et
al. (2007) compared different antenna phase center
models, including the relative model used by the IGS so
far, and the latest absolute IGS model igs05.atx (Schmid
et al., 2007): Terrestrial reference frames showed
significant station displacements, e.g. horizontally by up
to 5 mm and 1 cm in height.
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Inter-Commission Project 1.1
Satellite Altimetry
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
WOLFGANG BOSCH

Introduction
The Inter-commission Project 1.1 ‘Satellite Altimetry’
was created in August 2003 at the IUGG General
Assembly in Sapporo, Japan. Due to the
interdisciplinary relevance of satellite altimetry and
overlap of research areas this project is joined between
IAG commission 1, 2 and 3.

users together with a scientific feedback to ensure
data and product quality and improvements for
orbits and geophysical parameters. A scientific
service appears to provide a most convenient
platform.
The interdisciplinary relevance of satellite altimetry
with overlaps between research areas of various IAG
commissions justify to establish the project as a joint
project of commissions 1, 2, and 3 of IAG.

Terms of Reference
Satellite Altimetry has evolved to an operational remote
sensing technique with important interdisciplinary
applications to many geosciences. For geodesy, the
potential operational, precise and near global mapping
and monitoring of the Earth surface is of particular
importance. The construction of high-resolution global
mean sea surface and potentially its variability will help
to globally unify height reference systems. Altimetry
contributes to essential improvements of the Earth
gravity field. Even with the new dedicated gravity field
missions CHAMP, GRACE and GOCE, satellite
altimetry will be needed for the determination of the
high resolution gravity field. Mapping and monitoring
of seasonal and secular changes of the mean sea level
helps to understand fundamental processes of the
System Earth: the ocean water mass redistribution, one
component of the global hydrological cycle, has impact
to the Earth centre-of-gravity, to Earth rotation by the
ocean angular momentum functions, the temporal
variations of the Earth gravity field, as well as studies of
sea level rise and its impact on environment. The
multiple applications suggest that satellite altimetry will
become a core element of a global observing system.
This includes, but is not limited to, the following
scientific and organisational aspects:
− the combination of multiple altimeter mission data
with different space-time sampling and the
adaptation and cross calibration of new technologies
like laser altimetry (GLAS on ICESat),
interferometric altimetry (Cryosat), delay-doppler
altimetry (proposed by ABYSS), wide swathaltimetry (proposed on Jason-2), and potentially
airborne and spcaeborne LIDARs. A reliable vertical
reference system for altimetry is one of the most
crucial prerequisite
− a coordination among space agencies, processing
centres, data providers, value-adding entities and the

Objectives
The primary objective of the joined commission project
is to identify the scientific requirements to ensure a long
and precise time series of utmost consistent altimeter
observations with up-to-date geophysical corrections,
consolidated geocentric reference and long-term
stability. It has to be elaborated, how satellite altimetry
is going to contribute to a global observing system, how
the data of different missions is to be harmonized and
how fast updates of orbits and geophysical parameters
can be achieved in order to support scientific and
operational applications. More specific, it is required to
obtain precise knowledge about the inherent vertical
reference system of altimetry and the long-term stability
of the altimeter sensors itself, and of auxiliary sensors
(radiometer). It is also envisioned that this project will
provide a forum to foster innovative ideas for research
and applications of satellite altimetry relevant to
strengthening of the realisation of vertical component of
the ITRF and to diverse areas of geosciences.

Program of Activities
− Study the contribution of satellite altimetry to the
realisation and stability of the vertical component of
the ITRF implied by precise orbit determination,
geocenter variations, miscentering of reference
frame, as well as long-term performance of altimeter
- and auxiliary sensors.
− Investigate by an interdisciplinary working group
the rationale, feasibility and scope of an
International Altimeter Service in order to serve
scientific and operational applications of satellite
altimetry. The group shall strive for a broad support
by other scientific entities. (see IAS-PG)
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Web-Page and Mailing List

be closed. In addition, a web site was created in terms of
a collaborative „Wiki“, a simple content management
system allowing everyone to edit existing pages or to
create new content. A screenshot of the entry page of
the Wiki is shown in figure 1.

Endorsements
The IAS-PG got official endorsements by the
− Global Sea Level Observing System GLOSS (IOC)
− International Association of Geodesy, IAG
− International Association of the Physical Sciences of
the Oceans, IAPSO

First Business Meetings
Initial Meeting during 8th Meeting of GLOSS
Experts at IOC, Paris, 13-17 October 2003
The idea of an International Altimeter Service was
introduced, followed by a general discussion on the
rational of an International Altimeter Service. There is a
general accepted requirement to serve users with a long
and precise time series of utmost consistent altimeter
observations. This is an international, multi-disciplinary,
mission overlapping and agency independent task,
providing the general rational for an International
Altimeter Service. Additional rationales are based on
more technical issues (different data format, data with
increasing size and complexity, delayed update of
corrections ...). Several suggestions for the realisation of
the IAS were given: the organization of ESEAS and
OCCC were recommended as examples. It was
emphasized that any altimeter service has to rely on the
space agencies. On the other hand the envisaged service
should address and support scientist working with the
altimeter data. Later on the GLOSS Experts passed a
letter of endorsement for the IAS Planning Group.

Business Meeting
at EGU2004 General Assembly, NICE, 27 April 2004

Fig. 1 Screenshot of the Wiki web site for the IAS-PG
As the Inter Commission Project did not have any
means business meetings were attached to International
Symposia and Workshops. In order to provide a forum
for discussions outside of working meetings an IAS-PG
mailing list was setup first. Several E-mail with request
for comments (RFC) were used by the chair to push
forward discussions on particular topics. Later on the
mailing list was heavily used for spam mail and had to

The Terms of References were presented and discussed.
It was suggested to extend the list of products and to
include explicitly products over land and lakes as well
as over ice surfaces. An introduction to the mailing list
was given and it was decided to create in addition a
‘WIKI’ web site. Request for comments were discussed
for i) the compilation of contact data on space agencies,
processing centres, other existing or emerging observing
systems as well as scientific organizations and expert
groups that work on satellite altimetry. The second work
statement was on the general objectives and the
functionality of the altimeter service. Results of these
discussions were compiled to the Wiki web site. For the
assessment of user categories and user requirements it
was referred to previous studies, in particular the final
reports of the GAMBLE (Global Altimeter
Measurements by Leading Europeans) project. The
meeting was supplemented by status reports on the reprocessing of ERS-1 data, the Pathfinder project and
information about ESA’s Oxygen O2 programme.
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Business Meeting
at EGU General Assembly, Vienna, 27 April 2005
This meeting focused on the organisation of the
envisaged altimeter service, on first IAS demonstration
products and the GRID technology. For the future IAS
organization it was suggested to use the already existing
services of IGS, ILRS, and IVS as an example. It has to
be recognized, however, that the data delivery situation
in altimetry is different from the situation in these space
techniques. Altimeter data is provided by the space
agencies which operate altimeter satellites. They have
their own data policy – fortunately in most cases
completely open. For IGS, ILRS and IVS data is taken
by the services itself. Therefore, IAS cannot be built
without essential contribution and support of the space
agencies.
JPL supports a project dedicated to the “re-tracking”
(the re-analysis of the radar echo’s) of the
TOPEX/Poseidon data – a rather demanded processing
task. Resources to update simultaneously orbits, ocean
tide corrections, to replace the geoid and the mean sea
surface and to create a full GDR-product are missing. It
was suggested that re-computation and merging of
additional corrections could be performed by a first IAS
pilot project. This pilot project could realise a
distributed upgrade procedure and give an impressive
demonstration of the IAS functionality.
Finally, a suggestion was made to consider GRID
technology for the International Altimeter Service.
GRID technology is a new but emerging and promising
technique which allows coordinating resources (e.g.
processing power or data storage) without a centralized
control. The technology is based on standard, open,
general-purpose protocols and interfaces and is capable
to deliver a non-trivial quality of services. GRID
technology seems to be extremely well suited to
coordinate a virtual network of processing centres
already providing service functions to altimeter users.

IAS-PG Conclusions
The most important results of the first business meetings
can be summarized as follows:
− There is a general agreement that an International
Altimeter Service (IAS) is necessary and should be
created as soon as possible.
− The IAS shall integrate the envisaged altimetry
services into the Global Earth Observing System of
Systems (GEOSS) and let altimetry become an
essential element of Global Ocean and Geodetic
Observing Systems (GOOS, GGOS).
− IAS shall provide a unique point-of-contact for
altimeter users and support all applications of
satellite altimetry, including, for example,
applications for oceanography, coastal zones,
hydrology, geodesy, cryosphere.
− IAS shall support calibration and validation
activities, assess data and product quality, and

−

−

−

−

recommend improvements for generation and
delivery of data and products.
IAS will not replace but be based on the voluntary
contribution of the many existing data, analysis, and
product centres already providing service functions.
Thus, IAS will have to coordinate a network of
centres. User request are to be re-directed to and
resolved by these centres, which keep desired data.
IAS must ensure that intellectual property rights
remain with and proper referencing is made to the
generating node, whenever data, products or
algorithms are provided or used in publications.
A unification of data formats is neither feasible nor
desirable. Instead, IAS shall provide generic tools,
which keep the necessary metadata to inform about
data content and allow extracting data with content
and format upon user request.
IAS shall integrate and share distributed resources
(data bases) from multiple institutions, each with
own policy and mechanism on the bases of standard,
open, and general-purpose protocols and interfaces.

The IAS Terms of References (ToR)
According to the above conclusions the IAS-PG focused
in the second half of its period on drafting Terms of
References (ToR) for the envisaged IAS. This ToR
should provide the basis for a Call of Participation to be
submitted in order to seek proposals for data and
analysis centres and for an organisation to operate the
Central Bureau and an information service.
Organisation and structural elements of the other
already existing services were carefully studied. Not
everything could be taken over from other services. But
like most of the other services, IAS can be realized only
as voluntary collaboration of existing national and
international organisations or legal entities.
A draft organization chart with the organisational
elements is shown in figure 1. IAS elements will at least
comprise
− an Executive Committee (decisions, policies, control
and coordination, representation to external
organisations),
− the Central Bureau (day-to-day operation, operating
the Information Centre, publishing documents,
organizing meetings),
− Working Groups on Data and on Analysis. Other
working groups (ad-hoc or standing) can be created
on demand.
The following permanent components were suggested
for the IAS:
− Data Centres, (data and product generation,
archiving and dissemination, compiling and
provision of metadata),
− Analysis Centres (analysis of altimeter data and
products, calibration and validation activities, model
and algorithm development), and an
− Information Centre (user point-of-contact, summary
information about data and products).
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The IAS-ToR included also necessary rules for the
collaboration. It was kept as lean as possible with the
option that any rule can be customized by the
Governing Board. The full text of the ToR is available
at
http://www.dgfi.badw.de/wiki/Documents/IASTOR-06-02-14.doc

At OST Science Team Meeting Hobart (March 2007)
This business meeting was used to discuss again the
vision of the altimeter service IAS with scientific
experts from the Jason-1 Science Team. Again a very
controversy discussion on deficiencies on the one hand
and existing services on the other hand.

Call for an IAS-Integrating Office (IAS-IO)
In spite of the refusal of the ToR and the Venice failure
to submit a Call for Participation
IAG insisted in
creating a service for satellite altimetry. The rationality
for this request is founded by the fact that IAG focuses
on the establishment of a Global Geodetic Observing
system (GGOS) as part of a GEOSS, the Global Earth
Observing System of Systems. Satellite altimetry will
have to be an essential component of GEOSS and thus
of GGOS.

Fig. 2 Draft organigram showing the permanent
components and organisational elements of the
envisaged International Altimeter Service IAS.

Further Business Meetings
At IAG General Assembly at Cairns (Aug 2005)
A meeting with a first discussion on the draft ToR. It
was emphasized that a contribution of – or control by
scientific experts are to be considered. Therefore, the
organisation was complemented by an Advisory Board,
a group of experts from Science and Technology that
are nominated by the IAS Governing Board (Figure 2).
At ESA Symposium Venice (March 2006)
The IAS ToR was distributed in advance to the meeting
– together with the announcement of the envisaged Call
for Participation. The suggested organisation of the IAS
and its permanent component were introduced during
the meeting. Before the Venice meeting there were a
few groups who indicated their general interest. The
discussion at the Venice splinter meeting, however, was
controversial – partly positive, partly negative, but in
essence with no perspective for an applicant who is able
and willing to host the IAS Central Bureau. It was
therefore meaningless to submit an IAS Call for
Participation. The reasons for the failure to appoint an
IAS:
− The general objective of IAS is widely accepted, but
a specific and well-focussed work plan was not
presented.
− Existing centres claim that a rather complete and
gradually improved service to altimeter users is
already provided.
− The existing centres are not willing to be organized
or coordinated by an organization like the IAS
Governing Board.

The IAS-PG therefore set up another Call seeking
proposals for the establishment of an IAS-Integrating
Office (IAS-IO) with the general objectives
to provide a platform (and single point of
contact) for general information on satellite
altimetry and its applications;
to communicate with, and interface to,
altimeter mission data providers, centres which
process, archive, and analyse altimeter data,
and other related services and organizations;
to promote satellite altimetry as a core element
of Global Earth Observing Systems; and
to help compile and analyse data, and respond
to altimeter user requirements.
At web-site http://www.dgfi.badw.de/fileadmin/DOC/
2007/ call4IAS-office.pdf the full text of the Call can be
found. It was distributed by E-mail exploder of IGS,
ILRS, GGOS, IERS, and OST-ST. Moreover the Call
was announced on the IAG web site. The deadline for
proposals was set to March 1st, 2007. Unfortunately,
not a single proposal was submitted for the establishment of the IAS Integrating Office.

Conclusions
The general need to establish an IAS is widely accepted,
but up to now the deficits identified in Venice have not
been solved: there is no precise description of a specific
and well-focussed work plan for the IAS – which is very
difficult because of the many interdisciplinary
applications of satellite altimetry.
Also the role of the requested IAS-Integrating Office
was somewhat clumsy: it is unconvincingly asking to
establish a nucleus for an information centre on satellite
altimetry in a situation where many, rather good web
sites on altimetry are already available. For the outreach
of satellite altimetry there are a few organisations
investing since many years la lot of money and are
being funded by the space agencies. It is not attractive
trying to do something better than those organisations.
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Whatever is suggested for the IAS, it must be
− attractive by solving some of the existing
deficiencies or
− complementary, e.g. new, different or better than
already existing services.
A realistic strategy to proceed towards an IAS is
therefore to demonstrate such advantages by pilot

projects clearly indicating what can be improved and by
which mechanism. The work of the IAS-PG clearly
identified some topics, suggesting itself as pilot
projects: the online access of altimeter data and products
with user defined content and format, the fast upgrade
capability of altimeter mission data, and the application
of GRID technology.
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Inter-Commission Project 1.2
Vertical Reference Frames
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
JOHANNES IHDE

Terms of Reference of ICP1.2
Members
The Earth’s surface may be described by its geometry
and the potential of the Earth’s gravity field. The
determination of heights includes both of these aspects the geometric part and the geopotential part. Presently,
space geodetic techniques allow an accuracy in
geometric positioning of about 10-9 of the Earth´s
radius in global and continental scales. Gravity field
parameters, including the physical height components,
can at present be determined only 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude less accurately than the geometric
parameters. Moreover, the current height reference
frames around the world differ in their vertical datums
(e.g., the mean sea-level at the fundamental tide gauges)
and in the theoretical foundations of the height systems.
There is no global height reference system defined or
realized, as with the International Terrestrial Reference
System (ITRS). Considerable progress in the definition
and realization of an unified, global vertical reference
system will be achieved from the data of the new
satellite gravity field and altimetry missions.
Based on the classical and modern observations, the
ICP1.2 on Vertical Reference Frames shall study the
consistent modelling of both, geometric and gravimetric
parameters, and provide the fundamentals for the
installation of a unified global vertical reference frame.

Objectives
− To elaborate a proposal for the definition and
realization of a global vertical reference system
(World Height System – WHS );
− To derive transformation parameters between
regional vertical reference frames;
− To establish an information system describing the
various regional vertical reference frames and their
relation to a world height frame (WHF).

Program of Activities
− Harmonization of globally used height data sets;
− Study of combination procedures for height data sets
from different techniques;
− Study of information on regional vertical systems
and their relations to a global vertical reference
system for practical applications;
− Unification of regional (continental) height systems.

Alireza A. Ardalan (Iran), Carine Bruyninx (Belgium),
Milan Bursa (Czech Republic), Tonie van Dam
(Luxemburg), Gleb Demianov (Russia), Will
Featherstone (Australia), Johannes Ihde (Germany),
Christopher Jekeli (USA), Adolfientje Kasenda
(Australia), Bill Kearsley (Australia), Roland Klees
(Netherlands), Gunter Liebsch (Germany), Markku
Poutanen (Finland), Laura Sanchez (Colombia), Tilo
Schöne (Germany), Steve Shipman (UK), Jaroslav
Simek (Czech Republic)
During the four years the ICP1.2 working group was
extended by:
Matt Amos (New Zealand), Wolfgang Bosch
(Germany), Alessandro Capra (Italy), Robert Cunderlik
(Slovakia), Hermann Drewes (Germany), Bernhard
Heck (Germany), Jan Krynski (Poland), Urs Marti
(Switzerland), Jaakko Mäkinen (Finland), Marcel
Mojzes (Slovakia), Dan Roman (USA), Zdislav Šima
(Czech Republic), Viliam Vatrt (Czech Republic), Marc
Véronneau (Canada), Marie Vojtiskova (Czech
Republic), Herbert Wilmes (Germany).
During the four years the ICP1.2 working group was
partly joint by:
Ruth Adams (UK), Jonas Ägren (Sweden), Susana
Barbosa (Portugal),Matthias Becker (Germany), Dorota
Brzezinska (USA), Francoise Duquenne (France), Henri
Duquenne (France), Jan Ferko (Slovakia), Joana
Fernandes (Portugal), Georgia Fotopoulos (Canada),
Roger Hipkin (UK), Petr Holota (Czech Republic),
Jianliang Huang (Canada), Karl Heinz Ilk (Germany),
Michael Kuhn (Australia), Jan Kouba (Canada),
Roberto Teixeira Luz (Brazil), Jan Marsa (Czech
Republic), Jürgen Müller (Germany), Diethard Ruess
(Austria), Eimuntas Parseliunas (Lithuania), Martin
Vermeer (Finland), Franziska Wild-Pfeiffer (Germany).

Meetings and workshops
− European Vertical Reference System Workshop, 5-6
April 2004 in Frankfurt on Main, Germany (draft
minutes);
− Business Meeting of ICP1.2, 31 August 2004, on
GGSM2004 in Porto, Portugal (minutes);
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− Business Meeting of ICP1.2, 22 August 2005, on the
IAG Scientific Symposium in Cairns, Australia
(minutes);
− ICP 1.2 Workshop, 11-12 April 2006 in Prague,
Czech Republic (minutes);
− ICP1.2 Splinter/Business Meeting, 28 August 2006
at the 1st IGFS Symposium in Istanbul, Turkey

Status and Results
The results of the work of the Inter-commission Project
1.2 are documented in “Conventions for the Definition
and Realization of a Conventional Vertical Reference
System (CVRS)” - File VRS_conventions_3.0_200705-01. In the CVRS conventions a general concept for
the definition and realization of a unified, global vertical
reference system is described. The CVRS conventions
are aligned to the IERS 2003 Conventions. Parts of the
IERS 2003 conventions are the basis for the CVRS
conventions.
A global unified vertical reference system for an
International Vertical Reference System (IVRS) can be
realized by:
− A global network of stations with coordinates in
ITRF and geopotential numbers referred to a
conventional global reference level. This network
should include co-location of permanent GNSS, tide
gauges, permanent (SG) and periodical (AG) gravity
stations.
− A global reference level derived from a conventional
global gravity model (CGGM) from satellite gravity
missions only in combination with a global sea level
model from satellite altimetry.
− Both based on a set of consistent conventional
numerical standards
− In addition local and regional gravity observations
around the IVRS stations are required.
Regional and national height reference systems can be
integrated into an IVRS by GNSS/levelling aligned to
ITRF and using the CGGM and the numerical
standards.
Changes of the solid and fluid Earth surface can be
observed with respect to the conventional IVRF level by
relevant observation techniques. The IVRS level is
defined by a conventional W0. The conventional IVRS
level has to be related to the instantaneous mean sea
surface level (MSSL).

Deficiencies
In view to a planned ISO registry for geodetic
parameters, the establishment of an information system
describing the various regional vertical reference frames
and their relation to an IVRS was not realized. This
includes the determination of transformation parameters
between regional vertical reference frames and the
unified global height system.

Further open topics are the relationships between an
IVRS and the International Terrestrial Reference
System (ITRS) (Basic relations between ITRS and
IVRS conventions, parameters, realization, models).

Proposed continuation
The realization of an IVRS is a typical item of the IAG
project GGOS, mainly as a combination of different
products of IAG services.
The IAG has to clarify inconsistencies in the numerical
parameters for integrated geodetic applications.
Conventions for the definition and realization of the
parameters of the MSSL have also to be agreed.
Proposed items for continuation:
− Discussion of the results of ICP1.2 (GGOS action)
− Initiation of a pilot project for an IVRS realization
on the basis of the IGS TIGA-PP, GGP and IGFS for
AG and a CGGM (call for participation as an IGFS
action)
− Further development of the CVRS conventions
− Decision about numerical standards as task of
GGOS
in
cooperation
with
International
Astronomical Union (IAU) and international
hydrological associations.
The project continuation shall be realized, in
cooperation with other organizations, especially the
International Association of Hydrological Sciences
(IAHS), the International Association for the Physical
Sciences of the Oceans (IAPSO), the International
Hydrographic Organisation (IHO), the International
Federation of Surveyors (FIG), and. the Inter-service
Geospatial Working Group (IGeoWG) of NATO.

Annex: Numerical Standards
The Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS 80, 1980)
defines major parameters for geodetic reference systems
related to a level ellipsoid. It is agreed by the
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
(IUGG), International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
and International Astronomical Union (IAU). The
GRS80 parameters are recommended by IAG for the
conversion of ITRF Cartesian coordinates to ellipsoidal
coordinates. It is used worldwide for many map
projections and million of coordinates are related to it.
At the IUGG General Assembly 1991 in Vienna new
values for the geocentric gravitational constant GM and
the semi-major axis a of the level ellipsoid were
recommended. Since this time these parameters have
been used in global gravity models e.g. EGM96. The
two other defining parameters were not changed.
In the IERS 2003 conventions (Mc Carthy and Petit,
2004) numerical standards are listed (Table 1.1). These
conventions have the effect of standards and when read
with chapters 4.1.4 and 4.2.5 recommended the use of
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GRS80 for transformations. The value of the geocentric
gravitational constant (GM) has not changed since 1991.
The parameters in Table 1.1 have the status of
standards. In parallel in chapters 4.1.4 and 4.2.5 the
GRS80 is recommended for transformations.
Table 1 contains parameters of different level ellipsoids.
The gravitational constants GM of GRS80 and IERS
2003 conventions differ in the metric system by about
0.9 m. The semi-major axis of both standards differs by
0.4 m. It has to be stated, that the IERS 2003
conventions recommends different level ellipsoid
parameters for different applications.

GRS80 is recommended (and generally used) for
geometrical applications. For global gravity models,
various inconsistent values are used in practice.
The IAG needs to remove this inconsistency to enable
the development of integrated geodetic applications (cf.,
Hipkin, 2002). The geoid potential parameter W0 of a
Global Vertical Reference System defines the
relationship of the physical heights to the Earth body.
The parameter W0 must be consistent between systems
to ensure the relations to be reproducible.

Table 1: Level ellipsoid parameters
Ellipsoid

Semi-major
axis a [m]

Flattening
f -1

Geocentric gravitational
constant GM [108m3s-2]

International 1930
(Hayford)

6 378 388

297

3 986 329

GRS 67

6 378 160

298.247

3 986 030

GRS 80

6 378 137

298.2572221

3 986 005

IUGG 91

6378136.3
± 0.5

IERS 2003 Conventions (zero tide)

6378136.6
± 0.1

Angular velocity of
the Earth rotation ω

U0/W0
[m2 · s-2]

γe
[m · s-2]

62 636 860.850

9.78032677

62 636 856.0
± 0.5

(9.78032666)*

3 986 004.41
± 0.01
298.25642
± 0.00001

3986004.418
± 0.008

10-11 rad s-1

7 292 115

In addition to the existing IERS numerical standards
other parameters shall be calculated and included in the
IERS conventions e.g.
γe
normal gravity at equator
normal gravity at pole
γp
*
not consistent with IERS 2003 Conventions

(Remark: The numerical value of W0 has to be revised
in view of recent work done at the DGFI)
Acknowledgement: The review of this report by Bill
Kearsley, Matt Amos, Bernhard Heck, and Laura
Sanchez is gratefully acknowledged.
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Inter-Commission Study Group 1.1
Ionosphere Modelling and Analysis
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
M. SCHMIDT

Generally, the ionosphere is defined as a thick shell of
electrons and ions, which envelopes the Earth from
about 60 to 1200 km height. The knowledge of the
electron density is the key point in correcting
electromagnetic
measurements
for
ionospheric
disturbances. Hence, for many disciplines of geosciences ionosphere modelling means a very important
task at present and in the future. In order to benefit from
different disciplines this study group aimed on the
establishment of a scientific link between geodetic and
aeronomy experts. Ionospheric information, e.g.,
provided by Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) such as the Global Positioning System (GPS)
and other space techniques has been analyzed for
possible improvements of existing ionosphere products.
To be more specific, this study group works on the
derivation of ionosphere models based on physics and
mathematics by incorporating statistical approaches.

ray-path between the transmitting satellite S and the
receiver R as can be seen n from the sketch in Fig. 1.

Several members of the study group dealt with existing
ionosphere models like the International Reference
Ionosphere (IRI) (e.g. Bilitza 2004) or the NeQuick
model. The latter is developed by the Aeronomy and
Radio Propagation Laboratory of the International
Centre of Theoretical Physics (ARPL-ICTP) in
Trieste/Italy and by the Institute for Geophysics, Astrophysics and Meteorology (IGAM) of the University of
Graz in Austria. These physical and/or empirical models
can be analyzed and represented by different
mathematical approaches, e.g., spherical harmonic
expansions, B-spline representations or wavelet models.
Any of these representations can be related to geodetic
observations in order to improve dominant model
parameters, e.g., by least-squares estimation. This
procedure, known as ionospheric imaging, means
simply the attempt to estimate the 4-D (spatio-temporal)
electron density within the ionosphere. Ionospheric
imaging can be used to investigate the structured
response of the electron density to underlying physical
drivers on a large number of spatial and temporal scales.

More than 30 years ago computerized tomography
techniques were proposed for reconstruction of the ED
distribution. Since that time many different approaches,
e.g., based on 3D volume elements (voxels) (e.g.,
Cilliers et al. 2004, 2005), spherical harmonics in combination with empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)
(e.g. Liu and Gao 2004) or B-splines in combination
with wavelets (e.g. Schmidt 2006, Schmidt et al.
2007a); a comprehensive overview about techniques for
ED modelling is given by Garcia-Fernandez (2004).

Basically, ionosphere models can be separated into twoor three-dimensional models of the vertical total
electron content (VTEC) and three- or four-dimensional
models of the electron density (ED). Both quantities are
related to each other by the slant total electron content
(STEC), which means the integral of the ED along the

Fig. 1: Relation between a GNSS measurement and the
distribution of B-spline functions. The dots indicate the
centres of the base functions; the width of the band
(dark-blue) along the ray-path depends on compactness.

Schmidt et al. (2007a) present a variety of multidimensional models of the ED distribution mathematically based on wavelet and EOF strategies and physically
controlled by IRI. To be more specific, in one of these
approaches the authors describe the ED by means of
three-dimensional (3-D) wavelet expansions with
respect to space considering time-dependent series
coefficients. As 3-D spatial base functions tensorproduct endpoint-interpolating quadratic B-splines were
chosen, i.e. products of three 1-D B-splines depending
on longitude, latitude and height; cf. Fig.2.
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Fig. 2: Quadratic B-spline functions of the lowest
resolution level. Just the three functions in the middle
are not modified by the endpoint interpolating
procedure; for more details see Schmidt (2007a).
Since STEC is defined as the integral of the ED along
the ray-path geometry-free GNSS observations can be
used to determine the series coefficients of the 3-D Bspline expansion. As a matter of fact each series
coefficient of this 3-D expansion is related to a specific
grid point within the unit cube, i.e., the peak of the
corresponding 3-D B-spline function. However, since
the coverage of GNSS observations is very
inhomogeneous, an unknown series coefficient can be
computed only if observations are given close to this
peak. For simplification Fig. 1 shows a 2-D problem by
neglecting the latitude-dependency. The white and black
dots indicate the centres of the B-spline functions in the
longitude-height plane. Due to their compact support
only 2-D B-splines related to the white dots, have nonzero entries in the observation equations. Hence, in case
of large data gaps many coefficients are not calculable
and the corresponding addends can be excluded from
the observation equation. If only a few observations
support the computation of a coefficient, prior
information could be introduced in order to stabilize the
estimation process. With the estimated series
coefficients the decomposition of the electron density
into detail signals using wavelet techniques can be
started; the related approximations are low-pass filtered
versions of the electron density. The different steps of
the procedure, i.e. the adjustment based on variance
component estimation and the decomposition into detail
signals, are visualized in Fig. 3. Numerically, the series
coefficients of the detail signal expansions, i.e., the
wavelet coefficients are usually very small and may be
neglected. Thus, the wavelet decomposition into detail
signals, i.e., the establishment of a multi-resolution
representation (MRR) is also a very advantageous
method for data compression.

Fig. 3: Flowchart of the multi-dimensional model of the
electron density; the two boxes at the top are the input
data (GNSS measurements and prior information), the
orange colored boxes represent the output components
of the multi-resolution representation; for more details
see Schmidt (2006) and Schmidt et al. (2007a).

The insensitivity of ground-based observations to the
radial geometry can be overcome by introducing other
base function for the height-dependency, e.g., EOFs.
Consequently, as an alternative approach Schmidt et al.
(2007a) replace the B-spline expansion with respect to
the height by a series expansion in terms of the
dominant EOFs, which are calculated by applying the
method of principal component analysis (PCA) to the
reference model, i.e. IRI, in a pre-processing step.
Approximately 98% of the electron density is
considered by the first two modes of the PCA. Figure 4
shows exemplified the corresponding eigenvectors. As
further approaches for modelling the height-dependency
of the ED we want to mention the Chapman function
and the Epstein function, which are both widely used in
ionosphere research (e.g. Zhang et al. 2002 or GarciaFernandez 2004).

Fig. 4: The first and the second eigenvector consider
about 88% and 10% of the total energy of the electron
density, respectively. The shape of the first eigenvector
defines mainly the height profile of the electron density.
Besides these 3-D series expansions Schmidt et al.
(2007a) also derived a 4-D model by considering a
fourth 1-D B-spline function related to the time. The
main advantage of this approach is that the observations
do not need a temporal discretization any more. On the
other hand large linear equation systems have to be
solved, but fortunately, due to the compact support of
the B-splines the resulting normal equation system is of
block-diagonal structure and can be solved efficiently.
Typically, the primary data source used in ionospheric
imaging are STEC observations obtained from the
worldwide International GNSS Service (IGS) network.
However, as will be discussed in the following many
other data sources are available that increase the fidelity
of the ionospheric reconstructions. The insensitivity of
ground-based observations to the radial geometry, as
mentioned before, can also be treated by considering
measurements from space-borne receivers flying on
low-Earth-orbiting (LEO) satellites, e.g., the
Constellation Observing System for Meteorology,
Ionosphere and Climate and Taiwan's FORMOsa
SATellite Mission #3 (COSMIC/FORMOSAT-3), the
CHAllenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) mission
or the Gravity Recovery And Climate Experiment
(GRACE). The six COSMIC satellites, e.g., were
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successfully launched on April 14th, 2006. Over the
first year, these satellites will be gradually boosted from
their initial orbit of 400 km to the final orbit of 800 km.
Each spacecraft is equipped with three instruments,
namely a GPS (occultation) receiver (GOX), a tiny
ionospheric photometer (TIP) and a tri-band beacon
(TBB). The GOX can be used to evaluate directly the
COSMIC STEC measurements or ED profiles,
respectively. The latter are derived from the occultation
measurements applying the Abel inversion. The TIP
provides nadir observations of radiative recombination
emission at 135.6 nm for characterizing the Earth's
nightside ionosphere. The TBB is capable of measuring
integrated plasma density parameters for the F-region.
Altimetry satellites like Topex/Poseidon, Jason or
ENVISAT provide a huge number of VTEC data.
Figure 5 is an extended version of Fig. 1 considering
also other geodetic space-borne measurement
techniques besides GNSS.

Fig. 5: Combination of different geodetic space-borne
measurement techniques. As in Fig. 1 the dots indicate
the centres of the B-spline base functions The GPS
receivers and the COSMIC satellites measure STEC,
altimetry satellites measure VTEC. In addition the
COSMIC mission provides data directly related to ED.

Fig. 6: Blue dots indicate the positions of six COSMIC
satellites at the time of STEC measurements on January

7, 2007; red dots mean the piercing points of the raypaths to the corresponding GPS satellites located at the
upper boundary of the ionosphere at a height of around
1200 km. This way there exist around 2,200 COSMIC
measurements. Green stars indicate IGS stations as well
as regional GPS stations in Central and South America.
Figure 6 shows the distribution of STEC measurements
from the six COSMIC satellites during a specific day.
Note, that according to Fig. 5 in case of a regional 3-D
or 4-D B-spline modelling only the data with ray-paths
complete within the 3-D region of interest can be used.
For each of the different observation techniques
mentioned before and possibly including terrestrial
measurements an observation equation can be derived
for estimating the unknown series coefficients of the Bspline ED expansion within a specific 3-D spatial region
or a specific 4-D spatio-temporal region. This way a
Gauss-Markov model can be established merging the
different techniques. The relative weighting between the
techniques can be achieved by the method of variance
component estimation; for more details see Schmidt et
al. (2007b). After estimating the ED wavelet
decomposition methods can be applied in order to
establish a multi-resolution representation of the ED and
to reduce the data; see Fig. 3. As shown by Schmidt
(2006) even simple reduction strategies provide a large
data compression rate.
Since the B-spline representation is restricted to
regional areas, high-frequency features like the
equatorial anomaly can be handled appropriately.
Finally, the presented methods can be used to perform
an update of climatological parameters of the applied
reference model, i.e., IRI by adjusting local equivalent
solar indices.
A group at METU (Middle East Technical University)
in Civil Engineering Department, Geodesy and
Photogrammetry Division, works to establish a regional
model for the ionosphere over Turkey on the basis of
real GPS observations within a PhD project funded by
the TÜBİTAK (The Scientific and Technological
Research Council of Turkey). As an important step we
can now generate TEC by making use of the carrier
phase smoothed pseudo range observations processed
by Bernese GPS Software Version 5.0, so that pseudo
range observations can be used for the determination of
ionospheric delay differences. Besides that, biases for
receivers are also produced with Bernese v5.0 and
Differential Code Biases (DCB) for the satellites are
taken from IGS internet page. After having generated
the ionospheric delay differences, the STEC between
the satellites and receivers can be estimated.
Approximate receiver positions are obtained from the
header of the GPS observation files and satellite
positions for observation epochs can be interpolated
from IGS precise orbit files (SP3). The routines have
been developed in MATLAB 7.0. In the following
stages of the project, related codes will be prepared for
pseudo range smoothing and DCB determination. Thus,
external software, such as Bernese, will not be needed
for TEC determination.
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Besides these projects many work was done during the
past years in order to improve IRI directly. The
following paragraphs present a summary on the most
important items.
A data base of Alouette/ISIS topside sounder electron
density profiles (~500,000 data points) was made
available online based on the data records stored at the
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) (Bilitza
et al., 2003, 2004a). This data base has stimulated new
efforts to accurately represent the topside in ionospheric
models (Bilitza et al., 2006) and has led to a correction
of the IRI topside formula (Bilitza, 2004). The latest
version of the IRI model, IRI-2007, was developed
including many improvements (e.g., new model options
for the topside electron density and ion composition)
and several new parameters (e.g., the spread-F
occurrence probability) (Bilitza, 2006). IRI-2007 will
also be the first version with a special model for auroral
altitudes. The IMAZ model is a Neural-Net model that
was trained with data from the EISCAT incoherent
scatter radar facility and from many auroral rocket
flights.
Work continues on a variability model for the
ionosphere (Araujo-Pradere et al., 2004, 2005, Bilitza et
al., 2004b). This will include a specification of quartiles
and deciles in addition to the monthly median given by
IRI. The current focus is on the F-2 peak using the
large data base of worldwide ionosonde data.
Data from ionosonde stations in Korhogo (Ivory Coast)
and Ilorin (Nigeria) have been used to investigate
shortcomings of the IRI model in the African longitude
sector (Adeniyi et al., 2003; Obrou et al., 2003).
As seen before ionospheric imaging is defined as
estimating a 4-D regional or global grid of ED values,
by using ground- and space-based data sources. Vertical
GPS TEC maps, while similar to ionospheric imaging,
provide 2-D horizontal spatial structure.
At the University of La Plata, the so-called La Plata
Ionospheric Model (LPIM) has be developed, which is
based on a spherical harmonic expansion (Azpilicueta et
al. 2005). Nowadays, there is a variety of approaches for
processing dual-frequency GPS observations to produce
Global Ionospheric Maps (GIMs) of VTEC with a
temporal resolution of two hours or less. For a better
modelling of the variability of the VTEC, a solar-fixed
coordinate system and the geomagnetic latitude are
usually adopted. Early investigations by Rawer
demonstrated the benefit of using the modified dip
latitude (modip) to describe the free electron
distribution on the F2 layer at mid and low latitude. The
LPIM was updated to use modip latitude instead of the
geomagnetic one. Exhaustive comparisons against
Topex VTEC measurements provided by Aviso –
performed for 90 days of 1999 – have demonstrated that
the use of modip significantly improved the agreement
between GPS and Topex. It could be confirmed that
especially for low-latitudes the VTEC structures of
Topex were validated better by using the modip
approach instead of the geomagnateic latitude. The use
of modip smoothes out the VTEC variability and

facilitates its mathematical representation (Azpilicueta
and Brunini, 2006).
Dual-frequency carrier phase and code-delay GPS
observations can be combined to obtain ionospheric
observables related to the STEC along the satellitereceiver line-of-sight (LoS). This observable is affected
by inter-frequency biases (IFBs; often also called
differential code biases (DCBs)) due to the transmitting
and the receiving hardware. As mentioned above these
biases must be estimated and eliminated from the data
in order to calibrate the STEC values obtained from
GPS observations. Based on the analysis of single
differences of the ionospheric observations obtained
from pairs of co-located dual-frequency GPS receivers,
this research (Ciraolo et al. 2006) addresses two major
issues: (1) assessing the errors translated from the codedelay to the carrier-phase ionospheric observable by the
so-called levelling process, applied to reduce carrierphase ambiguities from the data; and (2) assessing the
short-term stability of receiver IFBs. The conclusions
achieved are: (1) the levelled carrier-phase ionospheric
observable is affected by a systematic error, produced
by code-delay multi-path effects through the levelling
procedure; and (2) receiver IFBs may experience
significant changes during one day. The magnitude of
both effects depends on the receiver/antenna
configuration. Levelling errors found in this research
vary from 1.4 to 5.3 TECU. In addition, intra-day
variations of code-delay receiver IFBs ranging from 1.4
to 8.8 TECU were detected.
The Institute of Communications and Navigation of the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) continued the
regional TEC monitoring activities over the European
(http://www.kn.nz.dlr.de/ daily/tec-eu/) and Northern
polar area (http://www.kn.nz.dlr.de/daily/tec-np/).
Within the frame of the space weather pilot project of
ESA an operational ionosphere data service (SWIPPA)
was established at DLR (http://www.kn.nz.dlr.de/
swippa/) that provides a warning message and various
TEC derived ionospheric data products for European
users with update rates of five minutes. The 1Hz
sampled GPS data are provided by the Bundesamt für
Karthographie und Geodäsie (BKG).
Furthermore, as another interesting topic earthquake
signatures seen in the ionosphere were studied. For that
purpose ground- and space-based GPS measurements
have been analyzed (Jakowski et al. 2006).
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Inter-Commission Study Group 1.2
Use of GNSS for Reference Frames
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
R. WEBER, C.BRUYNINX

Introduction
Recognizing the importance of the upcoming new
European satellite navigation system (GALILEO) and
of the modernization programs planned for GPS and
GLONASS, the IGS (International GPS Service)
decided to set up a GNSS-Working Group begin of
2003. A major goal of this WG is to prepare a
consolidated feedback to GNSS system engineering
based on relevant IGS experience of providing highest
accuracy products for the existing systems. Special
emphasis should be laid on calibration characterization
issues such as the role of SLR for orbit determination of
GNSS satellites, estimation of inter-system and interfrequency biases, clock and orbit prediction as well as
reference frame definition and realization.
After the past IUGG Meeting in Sapporo 2003 the
president of IAG Commission I on ‘Reference Frames’
decided to set up a Study Group entitled ‘Use of GNSS
for Reference Frames’. Goal is to evaluate and support
the use of Global Navigation Satellite Systems for the
definition and densification of the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). According to the
new statutes of IAG it has been agreed by the IAG
president, the Commission I president and the IGS
Governing Board that the IGS-GNSS WG and IAG ICSG1.2 should be closely coordinated. Furthermore the
group is closely linked to IAG Commission IV on
‘Positioning and Applications’.
The membership list has been broadened according to
the new topics. One of the overlapping goals clearly was
how to take advantage of the IGS product suite for the
definition and densification of the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF).

Members
R. Weber (Chair)
Y. Bar Sever
C. Boucher
W. Gurtner
L. Hothem
R. Langley
H. van der Marel
F. Perosanz
R. Zandbergen

C. Bruyninx (Co-Chair)
N. Beck
R. Galas
G. Hein
J. Johansson
J. Manning
V. Mitrikas
H.P. Plag

The revised Terms of Reference of both sub-groups,
meeting reports as well as technical papers were made
available to the public via the Working Groups weblinks
http://mars.hg.tuwien.ac.at/Research/Satellite
Techniques/GNSS_WG_IGS/gnss_wg_igs.html
and
http://www.gps.oma.be/IAG-study-group/
workprogram.php

General Activities
A major goal of the WG was to identy synergies using a
real GNSS observation network covering three satellite
navigation systems for reference frame maintenance. In
2004 the WG compiled a list of Recommendations to
GNSS system design entities with a special focus on the
upcoming GALILEO system. In order to collocate the
GALILEO Reference Frame (GRF) to ITRF the IGS
asks for a proper calibration of GRF Reference Station
antennas and for providing that data to the scientific
community.
In order to improve the quality of the contribution of the
global GNSS station network to the ITRF2005, a
discontinuity table containing the epochs with
discontinuities in the IGS station coordinates, has been
created. In addition, regional sub-commission chairs of
commission 1 have been asked to review and complete
this discontinuity table. EGNOS RIMS station data has
been offered via IGS to analysts, providing data of
about 15 additional stations in Africa which will
improve the stability of the GNSS reference frame.
Based on a preliminary reference network design the
quality of the tie and anticipated time evolution of the
GALILEO Reference Frame with the ITRF has been
investigated.
Members of the Working Group are part of the
consortium that was chosen by the European
Commission to carry out the project “Galileo Geodesy
Service Provider (GGSP)”. The GGSP will be
responsible for providing the Galileo terrestrial
reference frame and also for the links between the
Galileo ground segment and the IAG services (IGS,
ILRS, IERS). Since the Galileo project does not want to
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deal with the individual services, the GGSP will be the
intermediary.
The WG supported attempts to equip future GPSIII
satellites with retroreflectors by providing technical
background information. In this context the interaction
with entities involved in the technical set up of
modernized GPS (GPS III) and modernized GLONASS
has been intensified, unfortunately not to a level similar
to the current interaction with the Galileo project team.
The major activity of the WG in 2006/2007 was the
preparation of a ‘White Paper on IGS requirements for
new GNSS signals’. This paper takes into account
expected upgrades of the GNSS space and ground
segments and explores potentially optimal sets of
GNSS-signals to be tracked by future geodetic GNSS
receivers. In this context the paper deals with future
TCAR and MCAR techniques, with error mitigation and
with inter- and intrasystem biases.

WG Meetings ( Sep. 2003 – Apr. 2007)
− Open WG-Meeting during ION2003, Portland (Sept
2003)
Topics: Galileo/GPS Frequency Overlay, Tie of
Galileo Reference Frame to ITRF
− Open WG/SG-Meeting during the IGS Workshop
and Symposium, Bern (March 2004)
Topics: Formal Organisation of the Joint IAG/IGS
Study Group; Recommendations to GALILEO
Systems
Design,
GPS
and
GLONASS
Modernization
− Meeting SC-,WG- and SG-chairs of Commission IV
during ION 2004 (Sept 2004)
Topics: Organisational Issues and Relation of IGS
GNSS WG / IAG IC-SG 1.2 to Commission IV
− First Meeting of WG/SG members with Galileo
Project Team at ESOC, Darmstadt (June 2004)
Topics: Satellite Phase Center Definition, on-board
retro-reflector arrays, GSTB-V1
− Second Meeting of WG/SG members with Galileo
Project Team at ESOC, Darmstadt (March 2005)
Topics: Laser Ranging on-going activities, GNSS
Biases (intra- and intersystem), Relation Galileo

Reference Frame Provider – IGS, GSTB-V2 Mission
Status
− Meeting , IKK GALILEO Austria, Vienna (June
2006)
Topics: Galileo Concession, Supervisory Authority,
GalileoSat Programme
− Open WG-Meeting during AGU Fall meeting, San
Francisco (December 2006)
Topics: Status GNSS / IGLOS-PP / Satellite
Antenna Phase-Pattern / DCBs
− Meeting of WG during IGS-AC meeting, ESOC
,Darmstadt (May 2006)
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Inter-Commission Working Group 1
Quality Measures, Quality Control and Quality Improvement
Report for the Period 2003 – 2007
H. KUTTERER

Introduction
There are various notions of quality in Geodesy and
related fields. The measures in use are typically
referring to the uncertainty of observed or derived
quantities. They are mainly defined for results or
products, respectively. Precision and accuracy measures
such as standard deviations or RMS values may serve as
examples. However, their use in practice is neither
unique nor precise nor even complete. In many cases
their derivation is not transparent as the observation
frame is not documented or reported. Moreover, only a
few measures in use are related to the underlying
processes which actually have to be modeled and
understood for a thorough quality improvement. In, e.g.,
the cases of reliability or integrity the observation or
system configurations are taken into account in order to
check the data or the system performance for errors.
In industrial production and other fields new standards
such as the ISO 9000 family on quality management are
common since one or two decades. These standards
could serve as a basis also in geodetic applications. As
they are not concrete enough for a direct application in
geodetic theory and practice they have to be elaborated
and adopted in a sufficient way. In metrology there has
been some advance due to the “Guide to the expression
of Uncertainty in Measurement” which is used
increasingly. Its benefit is the description of a clear,
complete and unique documentation of all quantities
with influence on the derivation of the measurement
results. There is some ongoing discussion as the chosen
distinction between random and systematic effects
shows some shortcomings. Actually, the presentation is
restricted to the very special case of measurement
results of one-dimensional quantities.
There has been a long and good tradition of quality in
Geodesy. Today, a multitude of new sensors and sensor
systems has to be handled which yield huge amounts of
data in a very short time span. The observation and
analysis processes become more and more important. At
present, there is no final convention on quality measures
and quality control or even on the definition of
uncertainty measures which can be used in most fields
of geodesy. In addition there are also many problems of
technical character such as the optimal functional and
stochastic modeling in space geodesy. For all these

reasons it is still hard to compare and to combine
processing results which are derived at different
institutes for the, e.g., derivation of terrestrial or
celestial reference frames. Hence, it is very likely that
the quality of geodetic products is not optimal today.
Adequate quality measures and models are the
indispensable basis for a quality control and quality
improvement in Geodesy. They have to be in maximum
accordance with analogue developments in related field.
They need to be defined and modeled in a precise and
unique way using a strong mathematical theory. There
must not be any restriction concerning their consistent
use in Geodesy, in particular regarding their propagation
through all relevant geodetic processes and regarding
their optimization based on proper objective functions.
Finally, procedures are needed for the derivation of the
actual numerical values of the measures.
This has been the setting where the work of the IC-WG
1 took place. Its main goal was the development of a
mathematical-statistical quality model with extended
features and measures for use in Geodesy. Such a
quality model could be a basis for quality control and
quality improvement. Although only parts of this goal
were actually reached due to various reasons there have
been many studies and results which are of broader
interest in this field. This report is organized as follows.
The contributions of the WG members are divided into
three categories which are described below:
(i)

advances in modeling (including quality control in
the applications),
(ii) advances in estimation and filtering,
(iii) extended uncertainty budget.
All information on published contributions which were
submitted to the chairman can be found in the list of
references. Some references with major relevance from
colleagues outside the WG are added. Due to the limited
space not all publications are cited in the text.

Advances in modeling
From a more practical point of view of quality in
Geodesy it is hard to distinguish between pure modeling
issues and respective quality control elements and
functions. For this reason contributions to both aspects
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are treated in this section in parallel. There have been
advances in the extension of well-established models, in
the adaption of models which are used outside Geodesy,
and in the application of established methods to new
fields.
Modeling in Geodesy comprises both the relation
between observed and derived parameters such as in
adjustment models and the functional description or
causal explanation of the characteristics of dynamic
systems. Both issues are addressed in this section.
Progress in observation modeling could be achieved for
some space-geodetic techniques and in different fields
of application. The stochastic models of VLBI has been
extended for various variance and covariance
components (Tesmer, 2004; Tesmer and Kutterer,
2004). A more refined stochastic model of GPS phase
observations was developed by Schön and Brunner
(2006) based on turbulence theory. Wieser et al. (2005)
and Wieser (2007a ,b) used the measured carrier-tonoise density ratio as the main input to a proper variance
model. Jin et al. (2004, 2005), Wang et al. (2004) and
Zhang et al. studied various aspects of the stochastic
model in GPS modeling and data analysis such as, e.g.,
online modeling issues. Outside the WG progress was
achieved, also in the meaning of quality control
procedures, by Bischoff et al. (2005, 2006).
The combination of different results or products,
respectively, which have been derived by different
operators or software packages using identical
observation data is a task which is routinely performed
in the processing of space-geodetic technique and the so
called intra-technique combination. Some publications
on TRF combination are given in the list of references;
see, e.g., Krügel and Angermann (2007). Up to now this
procedure is not rigorous from a mathematical point of
view as neither the identity of the original observation
values nor the individual impact of the operators and
software packages is considered by quantification and
proper modeling. However, as the weights for the
following inter-technique combination with the results
of other space-geodetic techniques are based on the
results of the intra-technique combinations, there are
some shortcomings in the determination of the ITRF or
other reference frames – at least from a theoretical point
of view. This problem is also known from typical GPS
processing software.
Kutterer et al. (2007) showed that a correct variance
propagation for intra-technique combination can be
obtained approximately by proper correction factors
which take both the identity of the observed values and
the quantified operator-software impact into account.
Further developments (which are unpublished up to
now) outline a clear procedure for a statistically founded
combination which is based on an adequate functional
model and variance and covariance component
estimation.

As indicated above, quality control can be understood in
the context of modeling. It is often based on wellestablished techniques which are applied in a
meaningful way. Kutterer (2003) studied the role of
non-datum parameter constraints in the processing of
VLBI data which are typically reduced before further
processing and thus have the potential to bias the final
results. Kutterer et al. (2003) considered outlier
detection in VLBI data analysis. They identified the
robust BIBER estimator by Wicki as the most useful
one in this context as it is both effective concerning the
smallest number of misidentifications and efficient
regarding computer run-time and work-space requirements. Kutterer (2004) adapted well-known elements of
reliability theory to the analysis of VLBI data. Tanir et
al. (2007) studied the use of regularization methods for
the intra-technique combination of VLBI data.
Wieser (2004) studied statistical tests of one-way GPS
observations when processing double-differenced
observations. Wieser et al. (2004) investigated
algorithms for the differentiation of outlier scenarios
possibly affecting Kalman filter based kinematic GPS.
Kuusniemi et al. (2007) developed a forward-backward
algorithm for efficient real-time outlier detection in
GPS-based pedestrian navigation. Akyilmaz and
Kutterer (2003a) studied the use of fuzzy logic for the
derivation of a reasonable multidimensional outlier
model as a basis for multivariate outlier tests based on
the theory of the general linear hypothesis test.
Several studies have been carried out regarding the
modeling of unknown functional relations in the context
of multivariate analysis in descriptive and causal
models. Akyilmaz and Kutterer (2003b, 2004, 2005)
developed a Neuro-Fuzzy model for the prediction of
Earth orientation parameters which showed a good
performance concerning approximation quality and
efficiency. Akyilmaz et al. (2003, 2005) and Akyilmaz
and Arslan (2007) studied various applications of fuzzy
inference systems for, e.g., geoid surface approximation, map projections, and TEC prediction. Boehm and
Kutterer (2006) and Martin and Kutterer (2007) used
fuzzy inference systems for both the descriptive and
causal modeling of structural deformations of a lock.
This technique has also been applied outside the WG by
Miima and Niemeier (2004). All this work has been
embedded in the field of Soft Computing which is
intensely studied in many technical disciplines.
Quality control in the context of engineering geodesy,
e.g. for sensor calibration, has been studied by Neitzel
and Petrovic (2004a, b). Neitzel (2006) presented a
rigorous estimation of instrument errors of sensor
systems of polar type such as tachymeters and terrestrial
laser scanners. Lehmann (2004, 2005) and Lehmann
and Scheffler (2006) discussed quality control issues in
the context of geodetic monitoring and geo-kinematics.
The work of Hewitson and Wang (2006a, b, 2007)
focused on quality issues of GNSS Receiver
Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (RAIM).
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Advances in estimation and filtering
The search for outliers in the observed data has a long
and strong tradition in Geodesy. There has been some
work on robust estimation. Neitzel (2003, 2004)
developed a combinatorial algorithm based on the
maximum correlation adjustment principle for the
determination of a maximum subset of congruent points
in similarity transformations of geodetic networks.
Yang published a significant number of studies on
robust estimation and filtering, mainly for Kalman
filters; see the corresponding references at the end of
this report such as Yang (2005a, b) and Yang and Gao
(2005, 2006). Snow and Schaffrin (2004, 2007)
presented the BLIMPBE which is an estimator for bias
control. Xu (2006) presented a new approach for mixed
integer linear models which uses Voronoi cells.
The Total Least-Squares estimation principle (TLS) has
gained some interest during the last four years. It is
expected that the respective studies will be continued;
additional studies are foreseeable. There has been a
significant number of publications by Schaffrin and coauthors; see, e.g., Schaffrin and Felus (2005, 2007) or
Schaffrin and Wieser (2006, 2007). Besides, Acar et al.
(2006) and Akyilmaz (2007) contributed in this field.
The idea behind TLS is the same as for the errors-invariables model in multivariate regression analysis.
Hence it can be classified either as an extension of the
functional and stochastic model or as an extension of
the least-squares objective function since the
configuration matrix of the adjustment model is
considered as erroneous in addition to the classical
observation errors. As the TLS principle can be
identified as a special case of the least-squares
adjustment in the Gauss-Helmert model (condition
equations with unknown parameters) several analogies
can be identified. The geodetic applications can be
found in several fields. The main discussion has been on
coordinate transformations and related issues where
direct estimation equations are found which are based
on a singular value decomposition. Besides, also
deformation analysis was considered.

Extended uncertainty budget
All practical experiences in geodetic observations
indicate the presence (or even dominance) of systematic
effects in the data in addition to the random effects
which are due to non-controllable influences. One
approach to handle systematic effects is based on the
modeling of physical correlations in the data and its
adequate consideration in least-squares adjustment and
other analyses. A second approach was studied within
the frame of the WG. The idea behind is that the lacking
or insufficient knowledge of systematic effects yields a
new type of uncertainty in addition to the one which is
due to random effects. Whereas this second type is
modeled in terms of random variables and hence treated

by means of techniques from stochastics, the origin of
the first type is rigorously considered as a non-random
bias. The corresponding uncertainty is called
imprecision. It is modeled in terms of intervals or fuzzy
intervals, respectively. Hence, the mathematical
background is interval mathematics or fuzzy theory.
Actually, the fuzzy case is more general than the
interval case.
In order to provide mathematical tools which are
meaningful in Geodesy, techniques like least-squares
estimation, hypothesis testing, Kalman filtering and
others have to be extended in order to take data into
account which is uncertain due to both random and
unknown systematic effects. The mathematical basis for
the extensions is the extension principle which was
introduced by L. Zadeh who is considered as the
“father” of fuzzy theory. In this field there has been
significant progress.
On the one hand there have been a number of
mathematical developments such as (i) the derivation of
zonotopes which represent the general result of a linear
mapping of multidimensional intervals and which are
independent of the chosen parameter basis, (ii) the
consistent formulation of multi-dimensional hypothesis
tests together with generalized probabilities of type I
and type II errors. The corresponding extension of the
Kalman filter algorithm which is used for navigation
and monitoring purposes has to be mentioned. There is
some ongoing work in this field. On the other hand
some typical geodetic observations were considered
such as leveling, tachymetry and GPS. Extended error
models are discussed in detail in order to better
understand the dominance of the systematic type of
uncertainty on longer distances. The obtained results are
very plausible. It could be shown that – regarding the
underlying mathematical mechanisms – they are
superior to be purely stochastic modeling in terms of
physical correlations.
There has been comparable work in related engineering
disciplines and in applied mathematics. Nevertheless it
must be noted that in Geodesy the acceptance of such
extensions could be improved. Although the
mathematics of fuzzy theory is not familiar to the
typical geodetic scientist it can be understood on the
basis of a Master’s degree. Open questions refer to the
corresponding extension of the object models, the
application of the theory to differential equations, the
optimality of extended estimators and tests and the
practical derivation of meaningful numerical values for
the fuzzy quantities.
For further reading on interval and fuzzy extensions of
geodetic data analysis techniques see, e.g., Kutterer
(2004, 2006), Kutterer and Neumann (2007), Kutterer
and Schön (2004), Lehmann (2004), Neumann and
Kutterer (2006, 2007), Neumann et al. (2006), Schön
(2003), Schön and Kutterer (2005a, b, 2006a, b, 2007).
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Some work was dedicated to the treatment of systematic
errors in GPS coordinate time series. Although it is
widely accepted that GPS time series contain periodic
signatures that correspond to known geophysical effects
there is some evidence that some of the power in the
GPS time series spectrum, particularly in the height
component, is an artifact of the analysis process.
Unfortunately, it is somewhat difficult to separate ‘real’
geophysical signals from these artifacts. Therefore it is
important to theoretically understand the mechanisms in
standard GPS processing methodology which result in
periodic artifacts manifesting themselves in coordinate
time series. Furthermore, it is desirable to ascertain the
frequencies at which such artifacts will appear and,
additionally, experiments should be conducted which
can demonstrate, identify and quantify such artifacts in
coordinate time series derived from real GPS data, as
opposed to simulated data. Finally, it is desirable to find
algorithms and processing techniques that can mitigate
or, preferably, eliminate, these artifacts.
Work to date has focused on understanding the impact
of errors in tidal loading models on GPS coordinate
time series. The effects were first identified in Penna
and Stewart (2003), whilst in Stewart et al. (2005) a
theoretical explanation using a simplified but analogous
simulated model was developed. The respective
predictions were demonstrated for real data in Penna et
al. (2007) whilst Stewart and Penna (2007) extends the
simplified theoretical model to demonstrate how solving
for additional parameters can change the properties of
systematic errors in the final coordinate time series.
There is still much work left which should focus both on
the derivation of specific error functions for, e.g.,
multipath propagation into GPS time series and on error
mitigation techniques.

general use in Geodesy what may be due to two reasons.
First, it turned out that the main interests in Geodesy
(and in the WG) did not focus on sophisticated quality
measures on a sound theoretical basis. The importance
of the observation and analysis processes is not (yet)
recognized. The broad awareness for quality modeling
of processes and products as a scientific field of its own
right with strong mathematical challenges is (still)
lacking. In contrast to other fields such as robotics or
geoinformatics the group of respectively interested
colleagues in Geodesy can still be neglected. It is not
clear when (or if) this situation will change.
Second, based on the experience of the last four years,
an inductive (“bottom-up”) approach seems to be more
promising than the deductive (“top-down”) approach
which has been tried within the WG. Even if quality is
considered as a topic of common interest in Geodesy,
the actual notions and requirements may differ
significantly. However, it is very likely to obtain a
complete and consistent quality model in a sharply
defined field of application. This could be the total
process of reference frame derivation if there is a
significant support by the technique and analysis
centers. This may also hold for complex multi-sensor
systems in engineering geodesy for documentation or
monitoring purposes.

Conclusions

Actually, an extended quality model has already been
derived outside the WG by Wiltschko (2004) for use in
telematics. It is based on a probabilistic background and
is fully compatible with the scope of the original WG
Terms of References. Hence, it serves as a proof of
concept in the present report. Therefore, it is – without
doubt – worthwhile to intensify the research on quality
in the suggested way keeping in mind that there are
sister communities to IAG in Geodesy which share
common interests in this field.

As shown before, there are several results of the WG
members on quality which are without doubt of
particular interest for the geodetic community. The
refinement of the functional and stochastic modeling,
e.g., for space-geodetic techniques and the TRF
combination, the non-standard modeling using soft
computing techniques as well as the consideration of
other principles such as Total Least Squares or robust
estimation have to be mentioned. Several metrological
aspects in Geodesy have been taken into account in
terms of mathematically founded calibration models and
numerical measures. The rigorous distinction of
different types of uncertainty has been elaborated in a
mathematically consistent way. All these results are
valuable elements towards a more general
understanding of quality in Geodesy as they provide
important information and new ideas.

The successful work of a WG over a four years period
strongly depends on the continuous coordination of the
group by the chair person and on dedicated
contributions of the WG members. From an ideal point
of view it has to be admitted that this was not achieved
in an optimal and satisfactory way what is to some part
definitely due to the chair person’s move from Munich
to Hannover and the challenging new tasks. However,
even if – from a more pragmatic (and today’s) point of
view – the WG’s objectives turned out to be suboptimal
due to a too fuzzy focus as discussed above there has
been significant progress which can be understood as a
solid basis for further work on quality issues. This is
clearly underlined by the following long list of
references which is definitely of particular interest for a
considerable number of colleagues in Geodesy and
related disciplines.

However, the treatment of quality in Geodesy has still
various shortcomings which could not be overcome
during the last four years. Actually, the WG did not
succeed in deriving the intended quality model for

The chairman of the WG is gratefully and without
reservation deeply indebted to the WG members for
their dedicated studies and their contributions to the
preparation of this final report.
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